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1. Summary and conclusions
General Aim of the Clearinghouse prototype deliverable
The EUnetHTA Clearinghouse prototype deliverable is part of the work
of the Work Package 2 Communications of the EUnetHTA project.
Combining the different tasks within the project, the common
understanding on many wordings and methodologies in order to fulfil
the different tasks represented the mayor challenge within the
development of the prototype.
The overall aim of the Clearinghouse prototype description was to
identify needs and requirements of the EUnetHTA partners and how to
integrate them in a functioning IT infrastructure. As main areas were
identified:
- Explore best solutions to provide an information exchange
platform and contemporary electronic publishing facility for results,
methodological and scientific developments and public information
of the network.
- Provide common data structures and common communication
interoperability of information systems building on existing systems
and databases. In addition to offer structures for semantic
interoperability
- Make accessible identified scientific literature databases of
relevance to HTA (if there is need by the project members)
- Provide structure for assuring the quality of the information
produced by the network
- Provide security to the whole IT-infrastructure
- Find ways to provide all this to the network.
All these efforts lead to a proposal for the future operation of the
Clearinghouse (including organisational, management, and financial
aspects) and a description of the functionalities in preparation for the
future implementation of a running information system.

Project Work Organization
Before starting the project work in subgroups the group members
decided about the general aim and common goals to be supported and
reached
by
the
different
tasks.
Based on the definition of a clearinghouse and the EUnetHTA project
aims, the group decided to add common understandable wording as
Work Package aim. This additional aim included the requirements of
WP 2, the EUnetHTA overall project aims and needs as well as those
of other Work Packages (WP4, WP5 and WP 7).
The aim of the WP2 Clearinghouse subgroup work was to:
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-

To lower the daily life workload for HTA. Agencies staff
members by improving the efficiency of cooperative and
collaborative efforts

-

To follow a user driven bottom up development approach to
assure the feasibility and sustainability of daily life cooperation
and collaboration in technical as well as in business relation

HTA information system and its users
Based on the WP 2 work aims the focus was set on the following user
groups:

The HTA
knowledge users
are defined as people or institutions who are using the results out of
different kinds of HTA related products. This group does not
necessarily have special kind of knowledge of HTA methodology.

The HTA
knowledge creators
are defined as people or institutions that are creating and using results
within different kinds of HTA related products. These group members
do have special knowledge in HTA methodology.

HTA
information systems
HTA information systems are defined as systems (combined of
persons and technical infrastructures) which are collecting and
disseminating results and information within different kinds of HTA
related products. The persons using the electronic systems are in need
of special knowledge in HTA methodology, publication and IT
knowledge.

The Clearinghouse content and structure development
Based on discussions the project of the development of the
Clearinghouse prototype was divided into several sub tasks:
-

The description on governance including development and
maintenance of an IT system fulfilling the needs and
requirements of the network (governance and maintenance)

-

The identification of existing resources on international, national
and/or regional level with relationship to HTA and how agencies
are defining questions and topics (information resources)

-

The description on how the tool could be set up as a permanent
tool including different business scenarios (business
environment)

-

The description and visualization of a possible technical
solution to provide the network with the needed facilities
(Communication and information storage prototype )

Governance and maintenance
The challenge of governance within a set of tools for knowledge
sharing and information storage is to:
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-

Assure the quality of tools defined as “easy to use” and “easy to
integrate” in daily work and place them at disposal of a common
EUnetHTA knowledge pool
- Assure the quality of the collected and identified data
- Assure the security of the stored data, the confidentiality of the
data exchange and the misuse of tools and content
- Assure the bridging between the EUnetHTA working groups
and the group running the EUnetHTA knowledge exchange
system
- Assure the maintenance and development of the tools,
technical support and training of staff members to be able to
use the tool
The detailed description within chapter 7 can be summarized by the
needs of a group (Maintenance group) which has a clear focus on the
governance of the whole system and is in close connection to the
leading group of the network and has also close relationship to the
different working areas within a permanent network. The future
development of harmonization tools and a common business language
is a crucial part of the work of WP 2.
Work Package 2 needs a EUnetHTA mandate (WP1) to further develop
these areas under the umbrella of the network.

Information resources
The workflow steps regarding developing the HTA question and
information retrieval are examples of how the work between different
agencies can be harmonized.
Information resources include the following types of resources:
literature databases, primary data registries, epidemiological registers,
other primary data resources etc. Resources within these groups have
been identified via existing collections and descriptions, and
additionally national information resources have been identified via
input from the network. Users can create a customized list of relevant
information resources in relation to the specific problem by searching
through a database of information resources. Search parameters, meta
tags etc. for included resources have to be further defined.
The process of identifying resources and setting up a database could
not be finalized due to the needed communication infrastructure which
has to be set up by the communication and information storage
prototype. Nevertheless this task is ongoing and will be finalized till the
next Work Package meeting in spring 2008.

Business environment
The business environment of a EUnetHTA knowledge sharing and
communication tool is separated into
a financial sustainability
- how to set up user driven services parts
During one Work Package face to face meeting the principals of setting
up and dealing with financial sustainability and user driven services
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has been discussed. Different scenarios depending on possible
EUnetHTA project decisions were evaluated. After reaching a common
understanding within the group this exercise will have to be continued
once EUnetHTA will have decided about the general future network
aims and membership categories.
a business sustainability
-

how different business areas and institutions can communicate
within a heterogeneous network organization.
The acceptance of the system and the usefulness of the system in
relation to the integration in daily life work were focussing within this
elaboration on two topics:
-

The language challenge and

-

The workflow integration

Common Language and Semantic Interoperability
To assure the business stability, a “common HTA language” to
integrate different kinds of institutions of different business areas, of
different countries with different languages and “working cultures”
should be set up.
Through the new tool it would ease information exchange and
communication, and additionally lower the daily personal workload.
Furthermore and based on the work done so far, a common
understanding of words and technical interoperability has shown to be
a need for the good functioning of a future network .
The aim of harmonization is defined as:
-

Grouping similar knowledge under a common language,
concept and term.
- Providing electronic tools and technical description on an open
platform allowing the use of tools and knowledge exchange to
each member‟s utmost possible extent.
Based on the methodological description in chapter 3.4and the
glossary being developed in WP 5 could be set up a common business
language for a future sustainable network. The work could be
organized as described in chapter 3.2 above to ensure that it can be
elaborated under best practice approaches.

Workflow integration
One main goal of this project is to lower agency staff members‟ daily
workload. Based on this premise of a user driven approach with the
highest possible impact in daily work, first attempts on how to describe
a generic workflow for the development of HTA products has been
undertaken. Especially two areas have been reviewed:
- The question developing workflow of a HTA product
- The information retrieval and evaluation workflow.
Especially the second workflow description has been elaborated in
order to identify how the tools of the different Work Packages could be
integrated best in daily work.
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After this first approach of identifying a common generic workflow,
further development in cooperation with the different working groups
and EUnetHTA members is needed, in order to assure the workflow‟s
compatibility with the ones of the members‟ institutions and that their
connection is not interfering with members‟ internal workflows, rules
and governance.

Communication and information storage prototype
Based on the evaluation of needs and requirements of WP 2 members
and the connected WP 4, 5 and7 the system could be defined as a
combination of
- an information and dissemination zone and
- a working zone for EUnetHTA members.
In addition tools which could be integrated in daily work (named as itools) could be described and are under evaluation (e.g. WP 7)

The information and dissemination zone imply:
-

A content management system (CMS) offered by SBU (accessible
via www.eunethta.net) for external communication
An electronic open access journal (as offered by DIMDI) (
http://www.egms.de/en/journals/hta/index.shtml)
An internal system for communication and dissemination
including:
 email exchange
 discussion fora
 wiki (to publish and to edit common language terms and
other common issues)
 frequent asked question (FAQ) system
 links to other communication tools (e.g. the Centra® system
for electronic meetings)
 central list of contact persons within the different partner
institutions (Contact database).

Worke zone:
The worke zone is depending on the communication tools mentioned
above, a groupware tool to support collaboration and harmonization
and tools (named as i-tools) to support the collection and exchange of
information
The groupware toolkit should be technically independent from the
technical infrastructure of participating agencies and fulfil the needs
defined by the “Governance and Maintenance” subgroup.
Furthermore, in its elaboration, the overall aims of EUnetHTA on
facilitating cooperation and collaboration among partners as well as on
information storage should be taken into consideration.
Due to the heterogeneous composition of the partners, the tool should
also offer language independent access and possibilities to personalize
the tool in accordance to each user‟s needs.
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Based on these considerations the following schematically description
of tools of the working zone has been developed:
Virtual private network area
EUnetHTA groupware

Administration
and user
management tools

Help
management tools

Communication
(email, fora, wiki)
management tools

Including task
management tools

File storage and sharing
management tools

Contact
management
tools

Project
management tools

Operating system, web server technology, database system
Centralized IT hardware

Permanent Common EUnetHTA IT-infrastructure
- Considerations - Requirements – Advantages
The detailed description of the prototype: can be seen in chapter 8(the
tool can also be accessed after registration via http://www.prototype.eunethta.de). Bullet points of
permanent, common IT infrastructure are considered to be as follows:
 In order to reduce costs and also to be able to develop the tool
environment on a common basis, open access software should be
the environment wherever possible.
 A virtual private network could help to protect the system against
access of not authorized persons and can in addition secure the
transmission of information.
 The project management facilities would help to set up cooperative
projects.
 The file storage system would help enable users to deal with
versioning and other needs in relation to file handling. It should
also be the central place to store common files like i-tools or any
other information.
 The communication tools would offer user dependent exchange of
information (e-mails) and a central place to store communication
within fora and wikis.
 Within the help functions the “how to use the system” information
can be stored and maintained.
 The administration tool would help to secure and in connection
with a quality tool helps to assure the quality of the system.
 Overall all functions would be mainly under user control: The user
would be able to choose the language. Furthermore, the user
would be able to decide on nature and content of any information
meant to be shared among the network members and could fix the
time of its availability to other network members.

CONCLUSIONS
The tools discussed and developed within WP 2 would offer the
chance to fulfil the defined requirements in relation to:
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-

Have a single point of access to HTA related information
 would facilitate information exchange
 would reduce workload and that way improve its acceptance
among staff members (HTA knowledge creators)
- Offer different kinds of communication tools under one
communication umbrella.
 would enable users to choose the most convenient
communication tool for a certain topic in accordance with
personal skills
- Improve the harmonization of work and products by
 Offering tools based on common, technically independent
EUnetHTA platforms.
- Reduce duplication of work by implementing easy access to
knowledge, information and communication directly from the
working desktop of a user.
- Enable users to have access to the complete documentation of
a HTA product.
The EUnetHTA tool governance structure would have to take into
account the following issues in order to ensure that the project aims
can be fulfilled:
-

Limited financial and human resources
Cultural differences and agencies depending requirements in
order to avoid interference of an agency
internal/regional/national regulations with international
standards.
- Enable a technical and content harmonization
- To assure the security and confidentiality of stored data and
data exchange
- To support and develop training facilities to enable people and
institutions to participate within the network
- Ensure equity, fairness and solidarity within the network in
relation to participation and knowledge exchange.
There is a common agreement within Work Package 2 that the different
kinds of best practice approaches, tools and technical infrastructures
proposed within this deliverable would enable a European HTAnetwork to improve work efficiency and thus cooperation and
collaboration. As a first step into common understanding and wording
WP 2 is proposing a new name to describe the ideas, goals of the
future toolbox for a permanent network:

The EUnetHTA knowledge and information tool
- EUnetHTA KIT -
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2. Aim of knowledge sharing and networking
A technical system is never a solution for any kind of problem. Every system is
developed as a helpful tool to support the process which is started by several other
kinds of management processes.
In the case of the EUnetHTA knowledge centre these management processes are
reflected mainly by the ideas of:
- Knowledge sharing,
- Cooperation and collaboration,
- Spreading the HTA idea and
- Supporting the decision process in health care areas.

2.1.

The knowledge workflow

The use of information and development of knowledge is mainly based on task- or
topic related search, communication and analysis.
A great part of the daily work is therefore spent by searching relevant information,
maintaining useful and helpful social relationships and for documenting the existing
networks and information.
At the end, a lot of these efforts are just done once within a specific topic and are lost
afterwards because they cannot be stored for availability within a user visible and
transparent area.
Out of this awareness more and more request is coming up for effective knowledge
management. In addition knowledge is not longer seen just as a personal topic. It is
rather regarded as a specific property of added value within a company or
organisation. These implicates that knowledge management has to be organized to
raise transparency and collaboration within a network environment (whether in a
group, a company or between different collaborating companies).
Working within a network contains different aspects. Networking is a complex
situation of social relationship, information handling, data mining, and information
visualisation. Being aware of this, all components within a network have to be
analyzed. A solution should deal with typical topics like: where is the bottle neck?
Where are isolated areas? How to identify the important people for a specific topic?
How can we set up priorities to implement a network? What is the common base for
all participants to join and to work within the network?
The overall aim of all knowledge management ideas are:
- helping to fulfil tasks more efficient
- ensuring not to lose information and knowledge
- following the overall development due to the raising amount of knowledge.
Out of a single person view the final goal is, to find an easy way from data to wisdom,
and out of the scope of an organisation, to offer better and more useful merchandise.
This added value for an organisational structure is the main impulse to foster the
development of a knowledge management infrastructure.
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2.2.

The invisible social networks:

For all work processes form development to delivery good interaction between
individuals is crucial. Major role, beside positive information exchange, plays the
social level. Individuals are identifying each other either on a specific topic or due to
some other common positive contacts (i.e. friends). These social networks are more
complex as revealed because of including a higher number of relaying social
networks which are in general invisible for all persons.
Today these constructions of a more global network are even used for new business
cases. Some Internet based companies are offering tools to make these social

figure 1: The invisible social network areas

relationships more visible (e.g. LinkedIn). The aim is shown in figure 1: While the
central person was in former times only aware of the dark blue persons surrounding
him, now it could see also the other relationships. It therefore has to be ensured that
the person is still in control of the information it wants and gets.
The first step in knowledge exchange is therefore the existence of common interests
and a positive social relationship.
In relation to organizations this means, that the organization has to find a common
agreement on collaboration and trust in relation to the offered and used information
and to the information provider and originator.
In scientific areas these networks are mainly maintained within meetings from
scientific associations or scientific projects. Therefore these networks have a more
general aspect and are not only based on a single task. Nevertheless more general
information and more general knowledge are exchanged within these social
networks. The transfer of specific knowledge including implicit knowledge is not the
main aspect of these networks.
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2.3.

Information and data exchange network

User

In special areas networks for data exchange have been implemented without the
social relationship of persons. Common business interest had formed a sophisticated
basis to build up high complex networks (e.g. bank area – money transfer) These
networks are taking their energy of the focussing on common financial or business
topics and are not in need for additional social environments. Due to this focus they
are exchanging highly standardized information in a very much developed technical
infrastructure. This is the foundation of the classical clearinghouse idea. Due to highly
standardized environments and basing on common business rules the exchange of
information has a big impact on the prosperity of an organisation. Therefore these
information exchanges are very much focussed on specific topics and are very often
implemented in areas where a huge amount of similar structured work is going on.

Transaction
data semantic

Clearinghouse

Transaction
data semantic

DataMining

Internal
Resources

DataWarehouse

Internal
Resources

External Resources
figure 2: The classical Clearinghouse idea

Within these networks very often the communication is even no longer done between
humans but just between IT-systems. This implicates that data or information is
mainly transferred. This does not refer to the meaning used for knowledge transfer.

2.4.

The daily work network

Within daily work complete new groups are formed out of the specific need within a
specific task.
Daily work can be divided into routine daily tasks and more project depending tasks.
1. Routine daily tasks
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This routine daily works is defined by task without a specific end date. They
additionally have reputation and can be described within SOPs and are not
necessarily by just one person.
2. Project depending tasks.
Projects have a specific starting and ending date. They are based more on a
specific project plan and not necessary related to a SOP. Nevertheless also
projects can base on a best practice approach. Projects have to have a project
leader and follow in general some generic project methodologies rules. On the
basis of these rules and the project plan, they have to be very flexible in daily
life to be able to fulfil the project aims. Beside this specific projects types can
be repeated more often (e.g. HTA reports).
Therefore there are two ways to set up network infrastructure. The first kind of work,
routine daily tasks, can very often be supported by Clearinghouse network
infrastructures. This could be e.g. the existence of a virtual library function depending
on different real existing libraries which cooperate to ensure all literature is available.
The second kind of work, project depending tasks, are in need of a combination of
several aspects of data, information and knowledge exchange. These tasks therefore
are in need of a network infrastructure which includes the ability for social interaction,
technical data transfer and knowledge documents exchange. Talking of a so called
“knowledge network” based on a knowledge centre, a common knowledge basis
combined with common technical infrastructure.
This knowledge base has to be formed by a process of knowledge engineering. Out
of the discussions within the Work Package this is the aim and the way the partners
want to set up a sustainable network infrastructure within the European HTA area.

2.5.

Organizational memory system

An Organizational Memory System (OMS) or Organizational Memory
Information System (OMIS) "functions to provide a means by which knowledge from
the past is brought to bear on present activities, thus resulting in increased levels of
effectiveness for the organization"1
"An OMS arise from the integration of basic techniques into a computer system that
collects, refreshes and structures data and knowledge in the organization to provide it
for tasks in a most directed, context dependent and active manner."2
An OMS uses functions from systems for knowledge management, quality
management, enterprise content management, workflow, groupware, document
management, retrieval and research, and provides a collaborative environment which
is already running in some intranets of some organizations. In future it will be greater
than more organization to support supply chain management and information
logistics.

1

Eric W.Stein and Vladimir Zwass, Actualizing Organizational Memory with
Information Systems, Information Systems Research, 6, 2, June 1995, 82-117, p. 95.
2

(German) organizational Memory (OM)?. MultimediaApplikationen @ TechnischeUniversität
Chemnitz (2006-07-07). Retrieved on 2006-11-05.
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2.6.

Network and network rules

Besides the technical meaning as connection of at least two computers, networks are
the loose connection of some kind of actors (persons, organisations or part of
organisations) without a central controlled hierarchical structure and management.
This kind of connection is highly flexible, easy to adapt to special tasks but also not
really predictable. This is one of the main differences compared to virtual
organizations. Another very important part is the chance to exchange knowledge and
ideas to raise the efficiency of daily work.
Due to this a network can only fulfil its task if all network members have a common
aim and are following the rules which ensure the network function.

2.7.
Knowledge sharing and networking in web enabled
infrastructures:
needs, added value and alternatives
The political situation within Europe describes clearly the responsibilities and the
procedures how and where groups, organizations and institutions have their role and
tasks. Every kind of network, cooperation and collaboration has to reflect these roles
and rules within their business ideas.
Beside this every knowledge sharing system and information system has to be aware
of existing systems for interaction to disseminate any kind of HTA knowledge. Old
systems can‟t just be ignored and have to be integrated in every kind of new
development. Also parallel activities must be examined on a most structured way to
identify possible synergistic effects and to arrange work sharing with those
synergistic efforts.
Based on this situation a system has to be developed, which combines the demand
for retrieval and sharing of information and for collaboration both inside Europe and
between Europe and international activities. For realisation four possible strategies
has been discussed in the WP2 clearinghouse subgroup:
1.)

2.)

The actual situation is that many levels of public health care information
systems are set up for special user groups or stakeholders.
Health care professionals, health care providers, health care decision makers
and professional information brokers are offering information and try to
disseminate their ideas and knowledge as broad as possible. Out of this huge
amount of information systems and the fact that not one of them could really
fulfil all needs and requirements there had been a tendency to build up the
single, the one and only information system for all user groups and all activities
and procedures.
This idea is very close the wish of physicist to find the one and only formula for
all questions.
Out of this idea one option in the evaluation process of the EUnetHTA knowledge
sharing system could be to find the “HTA formula for knowledge sharing”.
Beside this electronic systems and globalization show new ways of
communication and work within areas which are not longer located in just one
office, one building or one geographic area. Therefore sometimes organizations
set up infrastructures to bring these people together again and to support their
work in regard of their procedures. In these kinds of organizations clear rules
and organizations have to be arranged for protecting the organization from
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losing control about their procedures and for guarding the unique internal
knowledge independent from the person. Within the last decade many
companies had to pay a lot of money to learn how this could be done.
With respect to HTA, a result out of these ideas could be the need of a central
organization for the HTA knowledge sharing topics.
3.)

4.)

Sometimes the results out of the communication and information exchange
structure of companies have been used to set up a virtual organization. The
virtual organization relies on independent bodies who agreed to a clear
structured organization without losing their independency. Nevertheless this
kind of organization is following the accepted business rules on a normal
organization and every incorporated organization act in a way of a regional
office or topic depended department. The control of the virtual overall
organization is performed by the participating partners.
This kind of organization needs strict rules and agreements on procedures,
standards and best practice. In the field of HTA we have to be aware, that most
of the institutions in the HTA area are not independent organization just
focussed on HTA but are integrated within bigger institutions, where HTA is
reflected by a department or a group.
Nevertheless a virtual organization could be an alternative which has to be
evaluated and analyzed.
All processes and procedures in information and knowledge management and
sharing is suffering on the huge amount of information and the according
difficulties to organize, to retrieve and to assess it. Within one organization this
is a great effort and is binding a lot of resources without even producing new
knowledge. The other big challenge is translating the knowledge into the
specific version for special user groups and special wordings under special
geographic issues. Up to now, no perfect solution has been identified.
In the world of software engineering and IT affaires as well as in the world of
knowledge sharing other ideas had been set up and developed successfully
within the last years. Open Source software projects and knowledge sharing via
Wikis and blogs have been widely spread into the internet based information
structures and had been very successful.
Even very complex issues like operating systems (e.g. LINUX), communication
systems (e.g. web services like the Apache systems) and encyclopaedias (e.g.
Wikipedia) are even successful in relation to a sustainable business. The radical
change behind these ideas and products is the general idea of knowledge
sharing and trust. Based on a common aim and knowing that nobody can
survive for itself, the procedures and agreement are based on the trust that for
restricted single working area there would be no added value possible. Even
complex quality assessments procedures can be done by sharing knowledge
and by letting other people with same interest (and therefore highly motivated)
participate at the process. The exchange of the personal interest (the “me”) and
others which are often even not known (the “outside” community) can be
extreme intensive in these networking environments. In contrast of virtual
organizations these networks have no need to change organization processes
beside some common agreement and administrative procedures. These weak
administrative procedures raise the ability to react on actual problems. They are
not depending on central activities but on the activities of the different user
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groups by their needs and activities. Out of this there is an imminent quality
assurance in relation the needs of special products: No need – no user group.
In the strategy mentioned above, there is the inclusion of companies as well as
of private persons. There are no limitations. Therefore the network can be
realized for itself without the need of adaption of well established procedures
and structures or to find a worldwide formula.
They idea of a network is therefore the fourth solution to provide a knowledge
sharing system.
All four strategies are evaluated during the process of collecting requirements and
needs to describe a proposal of the EUnetHTA knowledge sharing system for the
future collaborative and cooperative work:
- Support of a central Web portal including all information in a single point (“HTA
formula for knowledge sharing”).
- An HTA organization to share knowledge as an independent HTA knowledge
organization
- A virtual organization to raise the level of collaboration under strict
administrative and organizational rules
- Free networking with the help of specific tools and technical infrastructures to
set up a quality assured knowledge sharing system.
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3. From data to knowledge
Within this chapter, definitions and wording will be clarified. Due to the fact that for all
terms there are nearly no final definitions, this document gives the meaning used for
the developments in WP2, so that laymen and experts will get the idea of the content.
There is no claim to set up a final definition within this document.

3.1.

Primary information and data elements

Data is a logical grouped set of information units which can be exchanged between
persons and systems. In informatics data have to be computer readable and can be
stored in a digitally. The construction of a data element has to follow specific rules.
Data for itself could be processed but need to be interpreted to get information status.
In principle you can differentiate between:
- structured data (e.g. in databases or Extensible Markup Language (XML))
- unstructured data (e.g. MS-Word textual documents)
Structured data are based on needed information units and can be expanded by so
called meta-data. These data contained extended information to facilitate the
exchange and search of data.
Information is depending on data and represents a part of knowledge. It is extracted
from specific resources and build together to solve an actual problem. In information
sciences information is sometimes called “knowledge in action” .During this process
information is transferred from one knowledge collection to another one. Due to this
process information can be demonstrated in different ways to facilitate the
understanding of knowledge within a new setting. Knowledge can be seen as
merchandise. Today this merchandise is developed by the use of production factors
as (e.g. human, computer, software, communication). The value is a product out of
the usefulness of information and the amount of cost you need for establishing it.
Information is not just for consumption but can be used to develop new knowledge
and therefore be used in a productive way.

chracters

set of characters
syntax

data

context
information
figure 3: hierarchy of concepts

3.2.

Semiotics

Semiotics is the science of signs, systems of signs and processes related to signs
and grouping into sign systems. .
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Three main concepts are included within semiotics:





Syntactics: Relation between signs within a sign system. E.g. the conventions
within a language on how to construct signs into words and sentences.
Semantics: deals with the content of a sign. This is the relationship between a
sign and its meaning as well as the sing the relationship to an object
(sigmatics).
Pragmatics: Relation of signs and the user of the sign: what does the user of
the sign means by the signs?

syntactics

set of signs

user of the
sign

sign

object

sigmatics

meaning
pragmatics

semantics

figure 4: the semiotic concepts of syntactic, semantics and pragmatics3

These concepts will play a role in the area of identification and relationship of data
and information on the way to information which are relevant for action and decision,
for knowledge.

3.3.

Data structures and handling

3.3.1. Databases
Historically a database is mainly seen as a structured collection of information, which
enables computer software to access electronic stored information. Due to this,
databases offer the ability to access data easy and quick. A classical database is a
kind of electronic filing system4. Databases are highly structured, which is mainly
reflected by fields, records and files, where a field is the smallest representation of
data in a database. A set of fields can be combined to a record and many records
form a file.

3

Information in : Grochla,E.; Wittmann,W (Hrsg), Handwörterbuch der Betriebswirtschaft. Stuttgart:
Schäffer-Poeschel
4
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/database.htm
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The internet technology, mainly the hypertext technology had changed this classical
way of thinking of databases. Due to this technology a data element can just be
reflected by a link to an external dataset. It has not longer to be stored physically
within the database. Whatever kind of data element it is, text, graphics or videos
doesn‟t matter any longer.
The classical view of a database had therefore changed. Today the word database is
very often used as a synonym of a database management system with a more
complex way of storing and administrating data.
3.3.2. Data warehouse
A Data Warehouse (DW) is a repository and logical collection of integrated
information, available for queries and analysis. Data and information are extracted
from heterogeneous sources as they are generated. The information is used to
create business intelligence that supports business analysis activities and decisionmaking tasks. This makes it much easier and more efficient to run queries over data
that originally came from different sources. If data are validated a 'real' DW is
generally preferred compared to a virtual DW. Also the result of queries is more
reliable.
3.3.3. Data mining
Data Mining (DM) is the process of identifying new and useful information in data.
DM is a professional practice, where data miners apply a repertoire of processes,
employing a variety of technologies or tools, to meet the needs of their clients. So
when the Data Warehouse is the complete information setting (internal and external
information) Data Mining is the process of selecting and filtering the right information
the user wants.
3.3.4. Data models
A data model is the result out of a design process to structure data within a database
management system. The aim is to organize all data logical and physically. Within a
data model the description of the content of a database is included and there are
rules for every data element (logical definitions as well as physical rules). Also
additional information about who is allowed to use what kind of data for what kind of
purposes is included within a data model. A data model represents also elements of
relationship between different data elements.
Due to this complex description and interactions of rules and data elements the
design process is difficult and has to be done very carefully.
To design data models specific languages are used (mathematical formalism
language with a notation for describing data structures and a set of operations used
to manipulate and validate that data).5

3.4.

Harmonization and standardization

Semantic interoperability is the description of the ways of mutual understanding of
data and their meaning (data semantics) during the process of exchanging
information. Therefore, all participants within the data exchange process have to
share a common model of the content of data. These models can be divided in
5

"Principles of Database and Knowledge-Base Systems", J.D. Ullman, Volume I, Computer Science
Press, 1988, p. 32
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conceptual works and in symbol requests. The concepts represent the knowledge
and thoughts where the symbols are representation of the communication and
language. Especially within a multilingual, multicultural environment like the EU these
data semantic and the semantic interoperability is of major importance and forms the
basis of a high quality of data, of data mining and within the HTA world, of correct
and reliable conclusions.
Transaction is the exchange of information either between a user and a computer
system (e.g. graphical user interface) or between computers (e.g. in active support of
users without additional activity by the users. There are much more types of
transactions. Beside the content of information, transaction information contains also
Meta data like when was the information requested by whom and additional
information about the exchange of information.

3.5.

Information and communication systems

Information systems (IS) are part of an organisational infrastructure to offer
information. Part of an information system can be focused on specific topics like e.g.
communication or information presentation. An information system is used to collect,
to store, to process, to keep care, to analyze, to disseminate and to transfer data.
Today this is done on electronically based systems and infrastructure. An information
system is nothing more than a bridging system for those who offer and those who
need information.
Information systems are not just a storage system for information; the extended
meaning is a combination of information and communication. Therefore IS are a
human-machine depending construction. This interaction is important for the
Information and communication system

human

task

organization

mechanism

application

data

hardware

processes

figure 5: information and communication system as a humanmachine dialog

construction and development of these systems.

3.6.
Knowledge management, engineering, sharing and
knowledge centre
3.6.1. Knowledge
Knowledge is described as proofed, reliable and stored information. “Proofed and
reliable” means that knowledge is not just an idea or something similar. Storing
means that it has to be available and is not just lost soon. This could be on a paper or
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in electronic systems. Knowledge can be subjective and has to be seen as true in a
special setting (e.g. within a person, smaller or bigger group)
3.6.2. Knowledge management
Knowledge management (KM) as a concept included the processes of how to get,
how to connect, how to refine and how to disseminate knowledge. KM therefore is a
composition of processes to manage knowledge6. Out of this concept there is also
the concept of BA.
This concept described the sharing of knowledge, the creation and the utilisation of
knowledge in relation to interaction. This could be seen as the theoretical basis of the
Clearinghouse.
Knowledge engineering (KE) includes the tools and methods to set up knowledge
base systems.
KM is not a passive information source only; it is also active in pushing information to
the users. This can be done during interaction with a system or depending on the
information and knowledge which is gathered.
The main processes within KM are
Collecting knowledge

Examples of activities
Data entry
OCR and scanning
Voice input
Pulling information from various sources
Searching for information to include
Connecting knowledge
Cataloguing
Indexing
Filtering
Linking
Refining knowledge
Contextualizing
Collaborating
Compacting
Projecting
Mining
Disseminating knowledge
Flow
Sharing
Alert
Push
Adapted from Information Week article by Jeff Angus and Jeetu Patel7
3.6.3. Knowledge engineering
Knowledge engineering is used to describe the representation of needed
knowledge within a knowledge based system. As a part of knowledge management
and artificial intelligence it is a modelling tool for representing knowledge in an IT
solution. Based on this knowledge engineering takes care of:
-

the collection and structuring of explicit and implicit knowledge
the formalizing and modelling of knowledge within a computer system

6

http://www.12manage.com/methods_nonaka_seci.html - a short description of the idea of the SECI
model
7
Jeff Angus and Jeetu Patel
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-

the development of IT-tools to combine knowledge to find new solutions.
the display of knowledge

A major problem in knowledge engineering processes is to find a way to collect and
present the implicit knowledge.
3.6.4. Knowledge centre
Knowledge centre is a technical infrastructure to take care of existing knowledge. In
contrast to an Organizational Memory Information System (OMIS), where the
knowledge and work is organized within a specific organisation, the EUnetHTA
knowledge centre has to accept its role outside of specific institutions and outside of
an area where standards can be defined just be using a harmonized technical and
software infrastructure. Also there will be different rules in relation to data protection,
legal data handling and so on.
3.6.5. Management concepts in IS
Management mean the leading of activities and processes to ensure the
achievement of a desired aim.
There are many concepts in relation to the management and the handling of
information. Even new descriptions for specialist have been implemented when
information was accepted as one of the most important immaterial values within an
organization.
Some of the concepts are: Information Resource Management; Information
management, Management of Informatics or Management of Information Supply.
Job descriptions are: Information manager or CIO (chief information officer).
All this has just been the result out of the information business. But independent from
the name, the common issue of all these concepts is the idea of serving people at the
right time (defined by the user) with the needed information.
A grouping of all management ideas can be done on the different principles the
concepts are based on:
 Problem oriented approach
 Task oriented approach
 Process oriented approach
 Level oriented approach
 Architecture oriented approach
This is not the place to describe all approaches. Due to the fact that some elements
of the different approaches will be used within this document the main ideas will be
described here.
There are two ideas out of the problem oriented approach which are integrated
here:
The relationship between technology and business and the alignment and enabling
between IS and business.
1. Alignment and Enabling
Within the problem oriented approach, the business strategy is the main alignment
issue of IS. Without this strategy the IS makes no sense. On the other hand the IS
enables the strategy to come true.
In the EUnetHTA project the strategy of knowledge sharing to raise the efficiency of
HTA production is aligning the development of an IS. Without this Work Package 2
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would not have been set up. For the EUnetHTA project itself the IS is important the
form the needed infrastructure for information and knowledge sharing and to set up
communication between the involved people.
align

Information and
communication
system (IS)

Business
strategy

enable

figure 6: alignment and enabling of IS

2. Relationship between technique and business
Out of the concept of the enterprise wide information management by Benson and
Parker8 the division between business and IT area five main processes can be
defined between the business (the user) and the IT area on two different levels.
strategic
plan

4

1

5

business
plan

2

User

Information
technology

3

Information
system
architecture

IT

figure 7: relationship between business and IT

Out of the strategic plan the first process is to transfer the ideas into a business plan
(process 1). During process 2 the improvement of the IT system by adapting the IT
system architecture in regard of the business plan is the classical pathway. The IT
system architecture description is limiting the possible development of the used
information technology (process 3). The impact of the information technology on the
realization of the strategic plan is depending on the process 3 and the realization of
the IS (process 4). In addition process 5, the direct transfer of ideas out of the
strategic plan into the IT system architecture will be the last step during the circle of
dependencies between users and IT.
The EUnetHTA project depends, in relation of the HTA production, on the HTA
creators as the main user group. Their needs in relationship of the strategic
8

Benson/Parker (1985)
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EUnetHTA plan are described within the business plan in the Work Packages. The
business plan out of WP1, WP2, and the tools within WP4, WP5 and WP7 are the
basic element to describe the needed IT system architecture and the final IS.
Organizational
strategy

what

wherefores

IS

IM

strategy

strategy

how

who

IT
strategy
figure 8: organizational IT framework

The EUnetHTA project contains therefore also all elements of an IT framework.
The task oriented approach gives a list of issues and task which have to be
reflected by the different developments:
Strategic tasks
Situation analysis
Target planning
Strategic development
Action planning
Quality management
Technology management
Controlling

Administrative tasks
Project management
Personal management
Data management
Life cycle management
Business process
management
Knowledge management
Security management
Crisis management
Contract management

Operative tasks
User services
Production management
Problem management

The process oriented approach offers the following ideas to set up the EUnetHTA
knowledge system.
Two main reference models are developed on the basis of this concept:

The Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (CobIT)

IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL).
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Staff members
Application systems
technique
Infra structure
data

Information criterias

IT processes

Domains

Procedures

Activities

figure 9: the CobiT cube

The CobiT reference model represents 34 procedures out of the areas planning and
coordination, acquisition and implementation; operation and support.

Implementation of service management

Service
Support

Business
processes
perspective

IT
infrastructure
management

Service
Delivery

Information technology

Business processes

Service management

Security
management

Requirements management

figure 10: ITIL reference processes

The ITIL reference model describes the management of internal IT services within a
giving setting. The core of the model is the description of service support and service
delivery.
Similar concepts and ideas out of the level oriented approach and the architecture
oriented approach have also to be included within the development process of the
EUnetHTA knowledge system and centre.
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Three different kinds of information management level have to fit together to form a
well formed IS.
Level of the use of information
demands

support
Level of information and
communication systems
demands

support
Level of infrastructures of
information handling and
communication

figure 11: level of information management

The architecture of integrated information systems (ARIS) included four different
views on data, functions, operation and organisation.

Semantic
organizational model

Business specification
Data handling concept

Net topology

implementation
Physical network

Schematic data
model

Semantic process
model

Schematic Data base
model

Semantic functioning
model

Business specification

Triggered steering
mechanisms

module

Data handling concept

Schematic databse
system

Allocating resources

Programm code

implementation

data

operation

functions

figure 12: the ARIS model of integrated information system architecture

As a summary of the information management processes and concepts within the
EUnetHTA knowledge system the following model will form a basic description:
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Executive
functions in
information
management

offer
Management of
information business

Demand
usage

data
IT governance
Strategy

Management of
information systems

processes
application Life cycle

IT processes
IT staff

IT controlling

Management of
information- and
communication
systems

Storing
Processing
Communication
Technique bundle

figure 13: information management model

The use of the different kind of development models, business concepts and service
descriptions are the needed methodological basis and IT knowledge to support and
to develop the concept of a sustainable EUnetHTA knowledge and communication
system.
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4. Business environment
The added value of the system is mainly depending on two issues:
 The use of the offered tools
 The amount of information which are available.
These issues are crucial for the acceptance and sustainability of the network.
How could a system set up, that these issues could be solved in a feasible, costly
and efficient way?
The actual existing networks are mainly top-down approaches. Leading persons are
coming together to decide about the need of networking. They mainly can see the
possible benefit and are aware of the existing pressure outside of an organization.
This leads to a high motivation to spend additional resources into network
developments.
When it comes to daily work, the resistance in relation of working within networks is
raising by every level downward towards the “working”-level, including a decrease of
motivation. Nascence of aim and background of networks is one of the reasons why
staff members are sceptical. The unidentified user out of other organizations, not
knowing what and how the organizational members are working, is another reason
why networks have practical problems in daily life. The resulting missing input from
staff members is on the other side the main reason why existing information systems
have problems to incorporate or to link to the information and knowledge which is
wanted by HTA creators and users.
Any knowledge sharing system has therefore to be aware that the success of a
sharing system is depending on the support of the management level in the included
organizations as well as on the integration of staff members and their needs and
requirements in daily life.
The description of the stakeholders of a knowledge sharing system therefore has to
be partly based on analysis of the workflow elements, the daily dependencies and the
challenges and problems of the staff members on how to integrate tools and systems
which can support the exchange idea.
In practice it will not be possible to include all staff members in a questionnaire to ask
for their ideas or challenges out of their work. Working areas had to be defined out of
the workflow analysis and special interest groups depending of people out of this
working area have to be supported to rethink their work and produce suggestion to
formulate the requirements, needs and possible solutions.
On the other side the general approach of HTA is directly related to projects. These
projects can be real HTA report projects or just small external questions which have
to be answered through a short statement. Often groups (more than just one person)
are involved in the process to find an evidence based answer to a political (health
oriented) question.
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This is partly reflected by the workflow analysis. Other parts like how to arrange a
group, how to organize the work within a group, are additional issues which have to
be taken into account.
External information is the main task of HTA evaluation processes in regard to the
final assessment. The identification, collection, analysis and synthesis of this
information are therefore not only depending on the internal knowledge within a
EUnetHTA network. It is also depending on the connection to external information
resources in regard to electronic knowledge base systems, specialists, specialized
organizations, information systems and on specialized networks of excellence and
their knowledge sharing systems.
Beside these information and knowledge systems existing knowledge system in
health care on European, national/ regional and local areas and also information
systems offered by special organizations as insurance companies or other health
care organizations has taken into account.
Out of this we have to integrate the needs and requirements of three different
business areas and HTA focus groups within one knowledge system to support the
sustainability of the network.
 HTA knowledge users
 HTA knowledge creators (single persons and groups)
 HTA related knowledge and information systems
The integration of the use cases follows the integration of the user groups and the
integration into the daily life of the three business areas.
The different business areas will be described in the following sections. A more
detailed description on the workflow of HTA knowledge will follow in chapter 5.
After these user groups have been identified and described, the groups had to be
ranked in relation to her priority. To do so, different aspects of the group in relation to
the aim of the EUnetHTA network ideas and vision had been defined and discussed
within the Work Package group. These aspects are:
- Is the user group important for the sustainability for the network and how?
- Is the user group relevant to disseminate the ideas of the EUnetHTA network to
avoid duplication of work and to increase the level of knowledge exchange?
- Is the user group relevant in relation to the ideas of dissemination and integration
the idea of HTA in daily life?
During the development process of the EUnetHTA Clearinghouse prototype three
different kinds of HTA focus groups could be identified:

4.1.

The HTA knowledge user

The HTA information user group is, like the HTA creator, a very inhomogeneous
group of people. This is in relation of the existing background knowledge of HTA as
well as of the needed level of information.
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The basic HTA user group is focussing mostly just on the result of an HTA product
and is in majority, due to lack in training, not able to assess the existing information in
relation to their internal and external validity. This kind of HTA users need a very
simplified description of the HTA result and needs also additional information on the
HTA background, perhaps including even a training scenario on HTA.
On the other side of the spectrum of HTA users, there are those, who are trained in a
good way (e.g. public health specialists or even HTA creators) who are expecting a
more sophisticated HTA product including all information and being even able to
reproduce all assessment results just by using the included information within a
product. This subgroup has indeed very different requirements in relation to database
access, training courses and documentation compared to the subgroup mentioned
before.
To make it even more complex, these two groups are distinct in different geographic
areas. Therefore the adaptation of information for effective consumption through all
type of HTA users is very difficult and nearly impossible to be solved within a single
knowledge system. As mentioned in chapter 2.7 the way how to overcome this issue
has to be answered within this proposal.

4.2.

HTA knowledge creators

The HTA creators are a heterogeneous group. As the name implicates, the HTA
creators are a group of persons developing HTA information. To do this, they have a
more or less complex way to search for evidence, to analyse evidence and to
synthesize new knowledge to support decision processes. All this has to be done
under best practice approaches and process descriptions often agreed on and
prescribed in earlier projects. They also have to respect organisational and legal
aspects within their national Health System and their daily life. Nevertheless
transparency and systematic approaches are common content of all these topics.
Out of their work the HTA creator group is producing the information and knowledge
the network is in need of and want to disseminate in a way that the knowledge can be
used in a very efficient way to avoid duplication and also to raise the level of trust to
believe in the content of the work of other HTA creators.
This lead into another part of the characteristics of HTA creators: the HTA information
user aspect. Every creator is also an HTA user due to the fact that he is searching for
evidence and including existing HTA evaluations. Taking into account the needs of
HTA creators will therefore include also the big deal of the needs of HTA users.
Nevertheless we have to realize, that the level of knowledge searched by HTA users
and HTA creators are different.
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Workflow

Production of:
Knowledge
(e.g. reports)

Methodologies
(e.g. checklists)

HTA doer

Tools:
Knowledge resources
(e.g. databases)

Methodologies
(e.g. requirements)

Customer
oriented
product
figure 14: the HTA creator relationships

The production of HTA knowledge is depending on the fact of HTA as an
interdisciplinary exercise. Interdisciplinary functions and research covers several
independent disciplines, which use their own respective methods when working on
the same specific scientific question.
In opposition to multidisciplinary the interdisciplinary approach exchanges methods
between the disciplines, not only results. This leads to dynamic solution strategies,
which combine different partial aspects. A simple side by side of these aspects is not
regarded as sufficient in this case. HTA of high quality requires interdisciplinary work
instead of multidisciplinary.
Therefore HTA work is the integration of different people within a single group or
more precisely the integration of the knowledge of these people within a single HTA
task.
No matter how the interdisciplinary is handled in different organizations, some
specific processes can be seen as generic and therefore can be transferred as best
practice approach between HTA knowledge creator groups. These issues are
resulting out of the project management area:
 A clear task/project description
o What has to be done?
o When it has to be done?
o How it will be done
 Identified and well described resources
o Persons with special knowledge
o Persons with special task
o Working environment for the task/project
 Administrative and communication support
o Document management
o Communication tools
o Best practice ideas and standard operating procedures
Overall is the need to have a system which is supporting these kinds of requirements.
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Leaving the classical office, the demand for such an environment is even rising. This
can be illustrated by an example: Within a building, some issues can be solved based
on the principle of “walking”. If the partner is not longer located within the same
building, walking could be a challenge and has to be replaced by other kinds of
communication and organization tools.
Tools to support these kinds of request are named groupware tools. The prototype
description is partly depending on such a tool (see chapter 8).

4.3.

HTA related knowledge and information systems

The third group of "users" are not even human beings in the first line but support
humans in their daily life. These electronic helpers are tools to disseminate and to
collect information for distribution through an at least semiautomatic way and to
update information without the need of doing everything for itself.
Different kind of information systems (IS) can be described in relation to HTA
knowledge and the EUnetHTA project.
The first group contains all IS within the HTA community, especially EUnetHTA.
These HTA internal IS are mainly collecting data within databases and are offering
access to these databases. The EUnetHTA members can partly access these
databases for free; partly they have to pay for the information.
None of these systems is designed to serve with knowledge and to provide
knowledge sharing and collaboration and cooperation tools.
The EUnetHTA members related IS having not only the task to collect data and to
promote and disseminate it to the HTA specialists. Mainly they have the task to offer
information
The second group of IS contains information from outside of the HTA area. This
group is like the group before split within IS who are presenting scientific related
information for specialists and to IS which are preparing information for end-users.
This 'user'-group can help to overcome the following problems and challenges:
- dissemination of different HTA results in different languages
- dissemination of different HTA results in relation to stakeholder groups and their
specific languages and needs
- exchanging of information and active information of different users.
This technical user group of independent IS can be very helpful if the different IS can
be described in a proper way and if technical ways on how to exchange data
between these systems can be described and implemented
This group helps to structure and to search/inform other groups on a daily base. As
soon as there is new specific information all users who are interested will be
informed.
On the other hand national and regional information systems can use the collected
and structured information for their own tasks. Links to coded information can be built
up, for example, which can be translated automatically and joined highly specific to
the local environment. This information will be up to date without the need of
additional manual interference.
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This will also depend on an administrative system which ensures that the end-user
has full control of the generated information which is provided by the local system.

4.4.

Other issues out of the HTA business area

4.4.1. Sustainability
The sustainability of the network is mainly depending on the following topics:
1. The added value the network will provide for the user groups
2. The personal and political commitment to work within the ideas of knowledge
exchange and knowledge sharing
3. The fact that there are enough resources to develop and maintain a network
infrastructure and the collection and dissemination of knowledge.
Ad 1.) The added value aspect is very much related to the end user perspective. In
translation to the “stakeholder” concept the main important persons therefore are the
staff members of HTA creators‟ organizations. This is a very important change to the
normal network and association ideas. According to this only a small group of
persons out of an organization is involved. The central point is that the staff members
can feel that the involvement within the network has a direct benefit in their daily life
and facilitate their work as well as raise the quality of the developed product.
To ensure this, first of all the system has to include the circumstances of the working
area and daily life. Moreover it has to reflect the normal 'resistance' in using
information and knowledge from network members, which are generally unknown to
the specific user.
Accordingly the human factor has to be included within the data and knowledge
exchange. These are for example the fear of losing importance, the fear of losing
control or the uncertainty with products from the unknown deep of the network. A
European HTA knowledge exchange system has taken this into account thoroughly.
Experts have to be able to contact experts on every level in relation to their daily life.
The unknown stranger within another organization has to become a fact within the
network as well as it should be easy to identify colleagues which might have the
same problem as me. The idea that working together will decrease the work load, will
give more freedom for other parts of the HTA process and will even raise the quality
of own products and therefore raise the respect to personal skills by the HTA end
user.
To overcome the mentioned resistance the system has also to fulfil the requirements
in easy access, easy use of tools and less interference with the own workflow of the
user/creator as possible. Every influence of the personal workflow will lead to more
resistance.
"System should follow users and not the other way round"
In this sense the European knowledge sharing system has to follow a bottom-up
approach to be accepted.
Ad 2.) The political commitment to participate within the network will be raised if the
end user is accepting the network. Even if there is a high political pressure for
collaboration, within daily life very often collaboration is ignored by staff members and
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therefore the political implications are lost over sometimes. The political system
therefore has to get the feedback that the system developed and used by HTA
organization is of high value for the organization as well as for the end users.
Therefore internal evaluation processes have to be implemented and feed by the
system.
Ad 3.Out of 1 and 2 the willingness to pay for the maintenance and development of
such a system will increase. Then it is worth to invest in such an infrastructure. But to
coordinate the development and to assess the usefulness, internal structures has to
be implemented for the support of these processes.
The sustainability of the network and the knowledge sharing system is depending of
all three parts the infrastructure of a network has to reflect these requirements.
4.4.2. Integration in daily life
The pure exchange of data is not enough to ensure the continuation of work within a
network.
The use of data within a HTA product is very much depending on the existing
background information. So there is the need of knowledge: When and how are
existing data to be used in an appropriate way?
On the other hand people are afraid to offer too much of their personal knowledge
due to very different reasons (see 4.4.1).
The knowledge exchange and data transmission have to follow rules which are:
- as less as possible interfering with personal fears
- as less as possible interfere with not existing resources
- as much as possible out of daily life without an additional work step to increase the
personal workload
- as much as possible raise the transparency and trust within the existing data and
knowledge transfer.
The main focus is the HTA staff member.
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5. Methodological approach
5.1.

Technical development

The next chapters will describe the idea of different tools within the IS. Due to the
different kind of business layers, tools for the work on the “desktop”, tools for
communication and tools or data handling can be differentiated.
5.1.1. Tool development

5.1.1.1.

Desktop tools

Within this proposal, the desktop tools are mainly depending on documents.
Procedure start

Input to
workflow
Tool to support the next step
within daily work:
• Checklists,
• Tables,
• Glossary Procedure end
• etc.

output as
side effect
Common tools lead to
harmonized products:
Collectable within databaseseasy to share on request and
better structured for future use

figure 15: integration of tools into the workflow

The different documents therefore can be described as IT-objects which are
developed, treated and used in a common way independent from their content.
There are three different subgroups of documents:
- The subgroup which represents those documents containing collected
information (like tables, checklists, etc.)
- The subgroup containing documents which are presenting information (search
results lists, HTA products, etc.)
- The subgroup of documents representing best practice guidance on how to
use documents out of subgroup 1 or how to organize procedures according to
common agreements and quality aspects.
All documents have to reflect the needs of the people using them. To raise the use of
these documents, every document must be assessed for its integration capacities
into the daily life workflow. This includes:
 Language dependencies
 Classification / terminology needs
 IT infrastructure needs
 Time needed to fulfil the tasks
 Time needed to serve and share knowledge
 Time saved by using the document
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The structure of the different kind documents also has to reflect the need to make
them storable in databases for dissemination and storage. As an example text based
documents representing presentation of data or best practice guidance can be
developed according to DocBook9 rules developed in the Open source world. Out of
this some parts of the development will be done independent from the internal
EUnetHTA resources and additional tools from the outside world can be included into
the network environment or will be used to improve the network functions.
For the collecting documents spreadsheets could be used and have to be evaluated
due to their high structure and their close relationship to database elements and
construction. Moreover spreadsheets can be used independent form online access.
Spreadsheet from offline work environments can be integrated into the online
network structure at a later point in time easily. Beside this online tools to collect
information within HTML pages are an alternative. Their pros and cons have to be
defined within every requirement and clearly have to value in relation as an
alternative.
Due to this the object document is described as:
Document
-title
-author
-date
-version
-topic
-metadata
-template
-content
+sending as email()
+storing in file system()
+storing in database system()
+printing()

collecting documents

Presenting documents

Guidance documents

figure 16: documents, attributes, operations and
relationships

The documents and the procedural elements represent possible nodes as interfaces
for knowledge sharing systems.
These nodes or interfaces have to fit into the different workflows in different
organizations or even within different groups in different organizations.
Documents and procedures have to be integrated in a way that the added value for a
person is soon realized and visible as well as the institutional added value.
The document interfaces within organizations are e.g.:
- The compatibility to existing document handling applications as Microsoft
Word or Open Office applications,
- The compatibility to existing archive systems,
- The independence from new applications on the clients side,
- The ability to store, print and share of documents without additional technical
requirements.
9

http://www.docbook.org/tdg5/en/html/docbook.html
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All descriptions of documents and procedures and the documents for itself need a
tool to help people to deal with all this without the needs to keep in mind all rules and
agreements. A supportive data handling environment according to the EUnetHTA
knowledge sharing ideas and to the organizational and personal needs will be
described in chapter 5.1.1.3.

5.1.1.2.

Communication tools

Beside existing and often described tools to foster communication (e-mail, phone
calls, etc.) this chapter will describe additional tools of communication within the
EUnetHTA network.

Emeetings
The collaboration of HTA creator and HTA user in the EUnetHTA network is of
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary nature. Project management research shows,
that in case of inter- and multidisciplinary science research, telecommunication for
itself is not enough to ensure knowledge transfer and sharing. The group participants
have to meet regularly. This is limited by time and economic resources, i.e. if the
group members are from different countries. Therefore during the EUnetHTA project
phase, an e-meeting facility has been tested. An E-Meeting allows a secured
conference connection via Internet. The members can take part out of their working
environment using PC and Internet connection. Presentations, exchange and
adaption of documents and voice and video communication are possible. Moreover
even international meetings can be arranged very fast and with low effort.
Nevertheless, E-Meetings cannot replace the benefit of personal meetings, but
reduce them effectively. The experiences with the E-Meeting facility lead to
integration of this communication tool into the knowledge management prototype.

Electronic journals
An electronic journal is a specialized form of electronic document with the purpose of
providing material for academic research and study. The journals are formatted
approximately like printed journal articles. The metadata is entered into specialized
databases.
Online journals have two advantages: World wide access through the internet and
fast publication of content without the need of any paper, print or delivery process.
EUnetHTA as network of HTA creator and user needs an organ for publication of
scientific results, especially HTA results and methodological developments. Moreover
the activities of the network relied to the forum and stakeholder developments will
benefit of a fast and free accessible publication organ. The advantages of an
electronic journal fit precisely into the requirements of EUnetHTA as a European
network. Therefore WP2 evaluated the integration and operation of an electronic
journal for the network
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figure 17: eGMS Home Page

figure 18: eGMS Journals
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figure 19: eGMS HTA Journal

figure 20: eGMS submission checklist

i-tools
The term “i-tools” describes working tools for the daily working environment which
simultaneous fulfil the demands of an electronic storage and retrieval system, as the
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knowledge management network of EUnetHTA. I-tools are integrated, intelligent and
IT-based. The basic description results from a WP7 brainstorm meeting in Paris
leading to the following description of a possible presentation of the WP 7 i-tool.
The slides are not representing the content of the WP7-questionnaire but
representative workflow elements and additional project management functions, data
storage function and document management functions. The i-tool can be classified
as a new tool to communicate within a network.
These requirements out of the meeting lead to the extension of the original
clearinghouse project into the knowledge sharing system, including i-tools and
communications and cooperation tools.
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After the visualization of the request within a Microsoft Powerpoint® demonstration
immediately several kinds of problems of realization could be identified.
- the need of implementing the mentioned additional functions of project and
document management
- the problem of defining small questionnaires which could fit into the limited
space within the different screens followed by the volume problem
- the need for a complex tool which enables the user to answer the questions
within several steps combined by intermediate storage of all answers.
Especially the last issue is resulting in a much more complex development including
the need of controlling multiple transfers of the datasets paralleled by accessing rules
and information of the user if the process is not complete finalized. Due to the fact
that the amount of questions and the final requirements on the structure of the i-tool
is not done, an intermediate solution was discussed. Beside this discussion the
proposed i-tool on the basis of a spreadsheet was outlined. A complete
representation within a HTML based questionnaire including additional functionalities
as mentioned above is planned for a later moment.
In addition the i-tool has to fit within a specific workflow construction to ensure beside
the internal formal quality an internal validity check in relation to content questions.
The fact that the spreadsheet can easily transmitted using emails or using the
document management system offered by the groupware, the workflow will be easily
supported without additional application programming. The workflow therefore can be
first evaluated and easily be modified in case that there is any kind of need.
The first workflow approach was set up as described by the following pictures:
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WP7 i-toolkit
Search /
Storage

Administration /
Organisation

Internal
Expert

External
Expert

EunetHTA
members
(monitor
experts)

Process
initiation

Setting up
process
within itoolkit
Search for
evidence

Search for
existing
information
Evaluate
existing
information

Collection
of relevant
documents
Relevant
information

DB
More
information
needed

Request to
external
experts
External
information

Request
Excel sheet

Providing
information
Evaluate
external
information

Collection
of relevant
documents

DB
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WP7 i-toolkit
Search /
Storage

Administration /
Organisation

Internal
Expert

External
Expert

EunetHTA
members
(monitor
experts)

Need for a
monitor
project

Including
external
partners

Extending
the project

Defining a
project
proposal
Project
description

Agreeing
on
cooperation

Running the monitoring project
Project
data

Enough information according the
project plan

Preparing
final
proposal
Final
assessment

Agreeing
final
proposal

Publication

Finalization

figure 21: Wp 7 workflow - first approach

Beside this a more rough description of the internal workflow has been set up during
a second evaluation meeting of the draft versions of i-tools.
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05.11.2007
Workflow WP7a i-tool

Searching / asking for evidence

Analyzing the evidence

Not enough
information

WP7a i-tool

Customizing
questionnaire

EUnetHTA
contact db

Identifying
EUnetHTA
internal
experts

Data
analyzing
process

HTA unit

Formulating
query

Database
query tool

Sending out
questionnaire

Predefined
questions

Search
result
Collecting
period
Data listing

Sending back
to expert

Questionnaire
received

Additional
information /
clarification
needed

Quality check
(content)

no

EUnetHTA
monitoring
db

Data table
(e.g.
spreadsheet)

Quality assurance

Is
answer
ok?

Enough
information?

yes
Transmission
to central db

Legend
Internal
EUnetHTA
tools

Externe tools

figure 22: WP 7 workflow - next development step

Within this workflow description, the relationship between the WP 7 i-tool and
additional functionalities to handle the data is documented. This workflow is the basic
step to describe the different components the WP 7 toolset demands:
1. A questionnaire
2. A data handling environment in relation to the questionnaire
3. A contact database of experts (relating to the requirements of an EUnetHTA
contact database)
4. A quality process in relation to the content
5. A database to collect all answers
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6. A tool set to retrieve information out of the database (predefined questions)
7. Documents to present the results of the process.
Topic 1 requirement is related to the WP 7 i-tool (chapter 8.2.6 )
Topic 2 requirements is related to communication tools (chapter 8.5)
Topic 3 requirements are related to customer relationship management and to the
EUnetHTA contact database (chapters 8.4.1, 8.5.3)
Topic 4 requirement is related to a best practice description set up by WP 7.
Topic 5 describes the requirements of a database which is described in chapter
8.4.3.
Topic 6 requirement solution is partly described in chapter 6.1. In general this topic is
under further development.
Topic 7 requirements are also only partly described in chapter 6.1. The main
methodological topics are described within this chapter. The document
handling approach is described in chapter 8.5.3.3.

5.1.1.3.

Data handling tools

To be able to share knowledge and to offer information is very much depending on
how the knowledge is stored and how the access to the knowledge is organized. This
is in need to keep track of the conditions of the registered documents and how the
files are stored in relation to their main topic.
Sharing knowledge will also lead to the fact of diffused storing systems either
somewhere at another partner or within a central document system.
In both cases all different identification processes, i.e. in relation to content, to
storage position, to topic, has to be clearly under access of the group to whi9ch this
information is dedicated to (i.e. public, special interest group, etc.)
Data handling is therefore the connection between the information what is stored
where and how access can be granted.
The EUnetHTA network must base on such file storage. Uploading any file is
combined with the need to add metadata information off the document in relation to
authorship and content.
Moreover the versioning and the handling of historical information of a document is
another important issue within document handling services. Also the handling should
support the customers to give information on whether a document is under
construction or has a final or temporary version which can be used. Further
descriptions of functionalities in relation to this issue are described within the
prototype in chapter 8.5.3.3.
5.1.2. Software development
For ensuring the transparency and completeness of the description of requirements
and processes needed for the final product, the V-model is used consequently. The
V-model is an official IT-governance tool used within public environments to ensure
this process and also includes tools to support the different steps (see 9.4).
For the prototype development, there are functional parameters which cannot be
developed, for example:
- how many people will have access at the same time
- what will be the respond time in case of searches, etc.
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Evaluations regarding these topics are seen as necessary during the realisation if the
Network. They will be assessed by testing structures and software. If positions
belonging to these areas are evaluated during the prototype development, they will
be added to the description file.
During the prototype development the visualization and the implementation of
process / procedures to develop the requirements had been of high importance.
Secondly the cost factor was important. Therefore the used tools and applications
should be as less costly as possible ensuring that the visualization process will be
supported and that a picture of the whole system could be generated.
Out of this requirements open source tools had been selected. Out of different tools
those applications had been selected, which could easily be modified to ensure the
visualization process and include as many required functions as possible.
5.1.3. Infrastructural developments
As described above in chapter 3.5 and chapter 3.6.5 the infrastructure within a
knowledge sharing system and information system is a complex structure. For the
network two possibilities come into question:
 The Client server concept and the
 Layer concept

5.1.3.1.

The client-server concept

The organization on how to run applications in a knowledge sharing system can be
shared between a central computer system (the server) and the local computer
systems (the client). Due to different kind of technical infrastructure this task division
has changed during the last years. At the beginning mainframes offered all services
centrally which could be used via “stupid” client systems on the user‟s side. With the
raising power on local computer systems, the personal computer could carry out
more functions by its own. This is supported by new technologies, i.e. broad band
wide area networks (WAN).
Today the client-server concept seems to get alive again. Depending on the kind of
application or service which is needed by the user and to the fact that there is a huge
and high speed connection within WAN (wide area networks), the connection of
clients and server is not longer a problem.
Applications can be organized to new programming organization in a way, that the
client can start individualize processes and applications on a central system to serve
himself with the needed results. This leads to systems where via a specific user
interface (internet access applications) specific programs can centrally be offered and
used via clients without the need to make multiple installations and therefore reduces
the cost and problems of maintenance.

5.1.3.2.

The layer concept

The idea of different technical and software layers within an IT-system is resulting out
of the complexity of systems and the cost of development and maintaining these IT
systems.
Different layer represents different kind of services within an IT system (operating
systems, data handling) and offers also the chance to replace parts of the system
without the need to reconstruct the whole system. An IT system therefore can be
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more easily adapted to actual requirements. This kind of system development is often
combined with a service oriented architecture (SOA) concept described in figure 23.
The whole system has also to reflect the users‟ requirements in the sense of the
supported business (business driven architecture)

figure 23: Elements of a SOA, adapted from the CBDI Service Oriented Architecture Practice Portal

10

10

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/ws-agile1/
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6. The HTA production workflow

Every HTA production process is following the same standard quality circle.
Internal structure of a Rational Unified Process
(RUP)
(Who)

(How)
Workflow

(When)

(What)

figure 24: workflow analyze

This software development process (rational unified process) is helping to structure
workflows especially under the aspects of IT requirements11.
In this chapter different steps will be explored more deeply and will also be evaluated
whether there is a need or a possibility for support by knowledge sharing tools and
communication tools.
The steps to produce a HTA related product can be schematically described as:

11

RUP - IBM
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figure 25: the HTA related production schema

6.1.

The question and product selection step

The demands of an HTA user trigger the development of an HTA product by a
specific question. This question mainly reflects the view and the perspective of a
request out of a not HTA trained group.
The generation of a specific to the point question ideally requires a stepwise process
with multiple interactions between HTA creator and HTA user
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HTA doer

HTA user

Describing
the needs
and the
requirements
out of the user„s
perspective

Development of the question

Collecting
evidence
from
external / internal
resources

The HTA question

figure 26: the question element

These steps can be divided into the following sub processes, procedures and tasks in
relation to the groups:
User group
HTA user

Description

Kind of task

Group of tool

Describing the
need and
requirement
Agreeing to the
final question

Checklist on
specific information
request
Offering the
needed resources

Documentation

Understanding the
aim of a HTA
product

Understanding the
HTA processes

Project Plan

Agreeing to the
project plan
Describing different HTA product
HTA products and
selection
the consequences
out of their use and
development
Training

HTA creator
Understanding the
requirements
Collecting
additional data

Developing and
describing possible
pathways to a HTA
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Formulating a
search on:
the technology to
be to assess
the alternatives in
relation to this
technology
Selecting a HTA
product as a result
out of describing

Assessing the
user‟s request
Evidence search

Project plan
HTA product
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product

existing evidence,
possible impact,
and the specific
volume of
resources

Explaining
processes out of
the HTA area
Explaining
products out of the
HTA area

selection

Training

Training

HTA user and
creator
Formulating the
final questions

Setting up the
formal criteria as a
frame for the HTA
product

Evidence search

table 1: different tasks and tools within the question and product selection step

After the development of the question and out of the existing evidence there is the
need to select a product which should be developed. In a worst case scenario, if
there is no available information to prepare any kind of HTA related information, to
suggestions would be possible:
- development of primary data
- no product preparation; stop or delay of process
On the other hand in best case scenario now more work is needed because there is
an existing product which is fitting to the question and the requirements of the user.
The workflow between the HTA users and creators can be described as:
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figure 27: the question and product selection step as a schematic generic workflow

There could be several kinds of differences in organization of the stepwise approach
within a special health care setting. These topics can‟t be standardized within the
network and are even out of the scope.
The evaluation process for harmonization regarding quality, effectiveness and
knowledge sharing is performed on all kinds of documents (either as final products or
as documentation help) and handling procedures with external knowledge.
The documents of interests are marked in the workflow graphic above in green.
These documents are in need of templates. The templates can be developed within
the whole network as a common project. Documents also needed to be stored. The
storage process is two-folded:
- the legal storing procedure ( e.g. within the organizational archive system)
- the requirements of the knowledge sharing system within the network.
The generic requirements within the EUnetHTA knowledge sharing system have to
be continuously evaluated during the maintenance procedures within the network.
(See 5.1.1)
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Many procedures related to collection and assessments of evidence are of generic
nature. They are standardised and apply to various steps and processes. This
strengthens the quality of the network.
The description of the generic part is done in chapter 6.4.1.

6.2.

Next steps to be developed

During the implementation of the EUnetHTA tools the different HTA production steps
have to be evaluated to check, whether generic workflow elements can be identified.
Possible steps which should be under priorization of evaluation are:
The product developing step
The dissemination step
The update and feedback step
The communication workflow layer

6.3.

Product developing step

Malene Fabricius Jensen,Patrice Chalon, Hans-Peter Dauben
Based on the defined question(s), the identification and evaluation of existing
information is carried out through several steps:
 identifying information resources
 developing search strategies for identified resources
 evaluating identified studies
6.3.1.

Identifying information resources

International information resources can be identified via existing collections and
descriptions12. A study of WP813 has identified the most used information resources
used for assessing health technologies. National information resources have been
identified through a questionnaire sent out to WP2 partners.
First part of this step is looking for existing HTA products or projects. Identification of
HTA reports is mainly done by searching bibliographic databases such as The Health
Technology Assessment (HTA) database, plus searching specific web sites of HTA
institutions. Ongoing (and planned) HTA projects will be identified within the project
management part of the clearinghouse prototype. Within each project description,
contact information of the producing institutions and/or persons will be available. This
enables possible collaboration between HTA institutions. Furthermore it will be
possible to identify relevant experts can be identified via the contact database (see
8.4.1).
Additional searches have to be conducted, either as an update of the literature
reviews in identified reports or as next step in producing new HTA product.
Information resources can include the following types of resources: literature
databases, primary data registries, epidemiological registers, other primary data
12

For example: The HTAi Vortal http://216.194.91.140/vortal/, E-text on Health Technology
Assessment (HTA) Information Resources
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/archive//2060905/nichsr/ehta/ehta.html
13
Kubesch N, Parada A, Moharra M et al. Information Management in HTA Organizations, 2007
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resources etc. Examples of national information resources can be found in Appendix
9.5.
Information resources will be stored in a database. Each information resource will be
indexed according to information such as type of resource, disease group, meta-tags
etc. Users will be able to create a customized list of relevant information resources by
searching within the database of information resources. Search parameters,
presentation format, structure of database etc has to be further defined and
developed.
6.3.2.

Developing search strategies for identified resources

After selection of information resources, search strategies have to be developed. The
process of developing search strategies has been described thoroughly in the
literature and will not be described here. Within the future toolbox there will be links to
these documents and descriptions. Developing a database of search strategies is
one of the new ideas that have to be discussed. Also the development of an
Information Specialist Helpdesk has been mentioned, but not discussed more in
depth within the WP2.
6.3.3.
Evaluating identified studies
Identified studies, reports etc can be evaluated by using different tools, either already
existing tools14 or new tools developed within the EUnetHTA project such as the
Adaptation tool developed by WP5. How to setup and organize these tools within the
prototype needs to be further discussed.

14

For example the INAHTA checklist http://www.inahta.org/HTA/Checklist/; the AGREE instrument
http://www.agreetrust.org/instrument.htm; nationally developed checklists/appraisal tools etc
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6.4.

Common procedures

6.4.1. Evidence collection

figure 28: the evidence collection procedure

The procedure shown above describes the generic scheme for the collection of
evidence. Due to the different products and the resulting inclusion and exclusion
criteria, the searched evidence is depending on the dimension (or domains as stated
in the WP 4 toolkit), the specificity and sensitivity of the search strategy and the depth
and breadth of the requested evidence. Out of these parameters, defined in the
search question, the adaptation of this generic procedure can be developed.
The different toolkit and tools are described within the prototype description (chapter
8.2 – the i-tools).
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7. System Administration and maintenance

Any kind of technical system and software development is depending on a structure
reflecting the philosophy and understanding of the work the system has to support.
Because cooperation, collaboration, efficiency and sharing are the main values within
the EUnetHTA area, these principles have to be reflected also within the
development procedure.
Beside these topics some other principles out of the HTA world has to be reflected
too: quality assurance, evidence and relation to daily life.
To ensure that a knowledge system can fulfil all these requirements, the development
of the final EUnetHTA knowledge area needs a structure which:
- ensure the quality of information,
- the integration in daily life work and
- to raise the acceptance of the user groups.

7.1.

Development and maintenance

The development of a knowledge management system needs a stable financial and
political environment. The investment in such a tool zone and the integration in
normal working environments can only be successful if project management rules,
support of the management and the provision of resources, are fulfilled.
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The management principles within the permanent EUnetHTA network are part of the
work of the Work Package 1 development. Here just some requirements out of the
view of the development of the technical environment are listed:
- Transparent and clear structure of decision processes
- Description of the potential users and which user group has what kind of
access to the system
- Description on the level of security and data protection which should be
integrated within the knowledge centre,
- Sustainable and basic financial support offered by the management and
- Easy access to management structure in any case.
Additionally the development of the technical part of the EUnetHTA knowledge area
needs also an administrative structure:
- to prepare decisions about prioritization of developments
- to transfer the users requirements into a technical document
- to ensure the harmonization within the different tools of the EUnetHTA
knowledge centre
- to coordinate, control and quality check the different developments
- to report to the management about the status of the development.
Beside the technical development, the content development and the quality
assurance of the content has to be in focus of the EUnetHTA knowledge centre.
After the development phase of any kind of tool the maintenance of tools and content
has to be another focus of the EUnetHTA knowledge system group.
This includes the evaluation of the use of the knowledge centre by the user groups as
well as the training of users and the offer of help functions on how to use the system
in an optimal way.
The general principles of all developments should accord to the technical description
of service oriented application developments (SOA). This kind of development offers
a clear technical infrastructure with separated zones for separated tasks. If these
principles are transferred to the development of tools then the system can be
developed under the conditions of a highly flexible system which is easy to integrate
into the personal workflow. (See chapter 6)
7.1.1. Development of tools
The development of tools within a system depends on different kind of system
construction.
Systems can be based on a close technical environment. These kinds of systems are
e.g. development of commercial software products like Microsoft, Oracle or SAP.
Another kind of system development is established in the open source area. Here a
group of persons and institutions is willing to develop a software tool, a technical
environment just on the basis of the added value by sharing knowledge and
development. Needed resources are offered mainly by those groups which have the
highest interest in the development and in the result of the products.
As described in chapter 8.1 the Open source idea is the preferred idea during the
development and maintenance of the EUnetHTA knowledge centre.

7.1.1.1.

Priority settings

Due to the open source idea, the priority setting procedure is not only a hierarchical
issue; it is also combining the cooperation and collaboration idea.
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Regarding the fact that some parts of the system could be developed by a single
institution or a group of institution following generic rules of harmonization and
technical standards as well as the system ideas, the prioritization process has to fulfil:
- the option for smaller groups to develop their added value tool within the
EUnetHTA knowledge system
- to enable the user groups to start to work and to develop as soon as possible.

Tools / Maintenance in regard to EUnetHTA paid services
Prioritization in relation to EUnetHTA paid technical environments and tools have to
follow the aim of:
- setting up a common technical infrastructure
- support of the main common functions of the network
- added value for us many groups and partners as possible
The decision has to be made on a short proof of concept decision support paper and
has to include a description of the added value and the cost of the development as
well as the description of a short project plan. In the description the possible
interaction in relation to other developments has to be analyzed. In case those other
developments are affected by the development a more general agreement with the
other developer groups has to be done.

Tools / Maintenance in regard to third party paid services
Tools or system parts offered and developed by third party groups (either from
members within the EUnetHTA knowledge area or in cooperation of members and
non-members) can‟t be prioritized in the classical sense. These developments just
could be coordinated within the actual progress within the EUnetHTA system and
should be harmonized in relation to the technical standards. Also the developers
should be informed about similar actions within the knowledge system and therefore
duplication of action should be avoided.

7.1.1.2.

Technical requirements

The development of tools has to be done on actual technical standards. Out of the
huge amount of technical standards which are offered the standard should be chosen
reflecting a list of requirements which has to be set up by the development group.
The list of requirements has to reflect the non-functional parameters of software
developments as well as specific requirements out of the daily work within the users‟
group environment.
Actual the group of EUnetHTA members is reflecting public institutions as well as
scientific institutions and private persons.
These user groups have many different requirements in safety, data protection, and
legal access to data and quality assurance (see chapter 4). In addition also the way
the user can get access to „external technical systems‟ is different.
The development has, due to the integration of public institutions; also reflect
international standards like data protection described in ISO standards. This does not
necessary mean that all standards have to be integrated but the standards should at
least be discussed and evaluated.

Online access
All integrated partners in the EUnetHTA network have more or less sophisticated
access to online services. These services are mainly email services, ftp (file transfer
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protocol) or web access. Even in relation to these services there are some
differences between the partners. Nevertheless these services can be described as a
common basis.
All other services have to be proved whether they are available in the partners „home
zone‟ or not. Also the quality of the connection could be very different. Some internet
connections are high speed connections other connections are less sophisticated.
Out of the stability of the network connections and in relation to daily work some
services can be offered as online services (only online available), some services
could be offered as a mixture out of online and offline services and some services
should be offered without the need of having online access during the work with the
tool.
The differentiation is depending on several topics. Some examples:
- Do I need access to additional information out of databases?
- Can the tool be used independent from other resources?
- How much time is needed to work with the tool?
As long as a tool can be offered online the need to reflect technical and software
standards is limited and is mainly under control of the developer group. As soon as
the tool is not only offered as an online tool many more technical standards and
mainly software standards has to be reflected by the developer team.
Actual the online tools have to reflect different kinds of email software, different kind
of ftp-service tools and different kind of internet browsers. In case the system is using
special kind of internet based tools, these tools have to be able to work from the
service side (EUnetHTA knowledge centre) to avoid any kind of service installing on
the users side. This will have an immediate impact on acceptance and usability.
Within the prototype an example of such services is implemented, the groupware
software is based on such service side programming tools to avoid any kind of
installing procedure on the users‟ side.

Offline access
Offline use of tools can be depending on either:
- installation of new programs
- use of documents and tools within existing software environment.
The heterogeneous of the EUnetHTA members is reduced in relation to the different
software and quasi-standards people are using in their business environment.
Beside special software like Microsoft Office software and Microsoft Windows based
software, also other operating systems like Linux and Mac OS as well as Open Office
compatibility have to be considered.
Doing this, the compatibility to nearly every user can be assured and the acceptance
can be raised.
Another issue using offline tools is the speed and the independence from internet.
Some tools are not in need to have online access all the time. Any kind of interruption
of internet access is therefore not interrupting the work. Therefore the reduction of
possible interference with non-needed issues is less and makes the use of such tools
more simple, safe and secure.
Examples for these kinds of developments are the i-tools within the prototype.
These tools represent the possible mixture of different kind of services even in offline
documents.
The main part (including the handling of data) is independent from internet based
services during the working time. In case that additional help is needed, database
access is wanted; out of the tools hyperlinks can give access as long as the
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connection to the internet is available. In case this connection is interrupted the user
still can work with the tool and fulfil all issues which are independent from the
external help and information. The data can be stored independent from the internet
on the local computer, the local intranet system in case of a central archive within an
institution and can additional send to central repository to share the knowledge.
Therefore these kinds of tools can be easily integrated in a local workflow and can be
used as a standardized tool to share knowledge in an easy way.
The WP 7a i-tool is an example for this kind of i-tool is.

Service
Every kind of tool and development process needs some kind of service. The
speciality of Support and hotline for end-users will be described within chapter 7.3.
Here we just reflect to the needs of services for developers and persons taking care
of the maintenance of the system. Communication tools and common repository for
the development of tools are special bulletin boards, common database of standards
in relation to data elements, access to international standardisation descriptions and
developer areas. How many services and what kind of services has to be
implemented is depending on the final decision about the way and the structure the
final network of EUnetHTA is set up.

Availability
All internet based services should be available continually independent from the day
time. This is reflecting the fact, that the user group is heterogeneous and also that the
user group is not only Europe based. Technically a limitation of availability should be
included to reduce the cost of the network infrastructure and the tools development.
First of all a 100% /days per week/ 24 hour per day availability is not possible and
secondly not payable. Even if the needed availability has to be defined by the
management group with support by the developer group, an effective use of online
and offline tools can reduce the needed amount of online availability and therefore
will have a big impact on the cost of the system.
Also some services which are based on personal contact have to be limited to normal
working hours of the institution hosting the service.
7.1.2. Maintenance
The maintenance procedures have to follow normal IT development rules. This
includes the need to reflect technical developments, quality assurance and user
wishes.
The maintenance and the development of tools have to be integrated under one
technical umbrella to avoid different developments and not harmonized tools and
technical infrastructure and investment into technical dead-end-roads.
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7.2.

The structural proposal

Stelios Christofides, Charalambos Yiannakkaras, Hans-Peter Dauben
7.2.1. Recommendations for the Necessary Organisation and
Administrative Structure
The EUnetHTA knowledge centre should be an inseparable component of
EUnetHTA. Its organisation and administration should be a subset of the organisation
and administration of EUnetHTA.
The details of the organisation of both the EUnetHTA as well as the Clearinghouse
need to be developed during the EUnetHTA project period (2006 – 2008). The
organisation and administration of the knowledge centre as well as the different
groups of stakeholders that will be defined as users along with their access rights will
also need to be developed.
The development of the organisational structure of EUnetHTA is part of the activities
of Work Package 1, while the development of the organisational and administrative
structure of the knowledge centre is part of the activities of Work Package 2.
Before any effort is invested in defining the details of the required organisational and
administrative structure of the Clearinghouse, it is necessary for the Steering
Committee and more precisely the Executive Committee to define and approve the
concept of the organisation and administrative structure of EUnetHTA. Only then the
details can be developed so that they will reflect the organisation and administrative
structure of the Clearinghouse.
7.2.2. Draft Recommendations
(Work Package 2 Meeting, Nicosia – Cyprus, 11 – 12 May 2007)
During the above meeting, a substantial discussion took place as to how the
participants in the meeting see the future sustainability, governance and
administration of EUnetHTA with particular emphasis to the sustainability, system
administration and maintenance of the Knowledge centre.
The first thoughts of how the participants feel that the EUnetHTA Knowledge centre
functionality should be in order to be effective and sustainable are presented below.
Due to the fact that the functionality of the Knowledge centre is a subset of the
functionality of EUnetHTA, it was necessary to assume some form of EUnetHTA
structure first, since it is necessary to define some communication pathways between
the different but related functional components of EUnetHTA.
In order to understand the description of the Knowledge centre, sustainability,
governance and administration in relation to the structure of EUnetHTA, it was felt
that it was best to use a schematic representation of the EUnetHTA functionality
structure. Using this schematic representation would assist in the description of the
functionality and interrelationship of the different functionality components.
In figure 29 there is a possible EUnetHTA structure on which the following discussion
is based. It is emphasised here that it is the responsibility of the Work Package 1 and
the Executive Committee of EUnetHTA to finalise this structure. Here we will
recommend some essential functions (boxes 3-5) that should be taken into
consideration by these two EUnetHTA bodies when discussing the structure of
EUnetHTA.
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7.2.2.1.

EUnetHTA structure and the Knowledge centre
EUnetHTA
governance bodies
1

Secretarial Support

2

Knowledge Centre
Administration and
Maintenance Function

3

Quality Control &
Data Cleaning
Function

Education & Training
Function

4

5

See Diagram 2 for details

figure 29: proposed structure elements in relation to EUnetHTA governance and administration

Box 1 and 2
The requests for membership or access to the system must be accompanied by at
least the profile of the requesting organisation and the Europass CV15 of the actual
users. The registration of users of the system has to be done by the secretariat as
the central contact point according to the rules set up by the EUnetHTA Governance
bodies. The technical facilities to register members / users should be offered by the
Knowledge centre.
Also the central organizing structures should harmonize and coordinate the work
between the different working groups (here between boxes 3, 4 and 5).
The security of the system should be accredited according to ISO 27000 series of
standards. This will promote the confidence of its users. The realization and a first
description should be done by the technical Knowledge Centre. The EUnetHTA
governance bodies have to set up the needed rules and requirements in relation of
security issues.
Box 3
The Knowledge Centre as the technical working group to realize the EUnetHTA
internet facilities will include the translation of the users request into a technical
language, the development and maintenance of the knowledge centre under the
EUnetHTA umbrella and the quality and service topics in relation to the technical
environment (including all tools) of the EUnetHTA network and the EUnetHTA
knowledge centre.
The need for new tools and the upgrade of tool functionality is a dynamic process.
This function is again essential for the sustainability of the EUnetHTA knowledge
centre. The Business continuation management of the Knowledge centre should be
according to BS 2599916 standard and the service provision should be accredited
according to ISO IEC 20000 17 series of standards. The system administration and
15

Europass CV:
Business continuation management
17
ISO IEC 20000
16
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maintenance group has to ensure that the business area is under continuous
observation. Any kind of change request has immediately to be mentioned to the
EUnetHTA governance bodies, including analyze and proposal.
Box 4
This sub-function will deal with the evaluation of the requests for membership or
access to the Clearinghouse tool. This evaluation will be based on the rules and
conditions that will be decided by the EUnetHTA Governance bodies.
The personnel of the Administration and maintenance function should have the
knowledge and the tools to continuously monitor the usage of the system in order to
identify possible abuse.
Box 5
The Education and Training activities directly related to the Clearinghouse tool should
be developed and delivered by the Administration and Maintenance Function of the
Knowledge centre in collaboration of the Education and Training Function of the
Executive Body.
This sub-function will maintain up to date the various user guides and manuals of
each individual tool of the Knowledge centre in collaboration with the providers of
these tools.
Knowledge Centre
Administration and
Maintenance Function

Standards used:
BS 25999 Standard

1

(http:www.25999continuity.com/)

ISO IEC 20000
http://www.isoiec20000certification.com/

V-modell XT
http://www.v-modell.iabg.de/

Service oriented architecture
http://www.opengroup.org/projects/soa/

7

Special Working areas
User Guides for
each Tool to be
produced in
collaboration
with the
Tool Provider
2

User Access
Privileges According
to the Rules
to be set by the
Governance Bodies
3

Knowledge centre
tools related
Education & Training

Knowledge centre
Technical
Development
and
Maintenance

4

5

6

Prospective Users need to
submit as a minimum
requirement their
Organisation´s Profile and
their Europass CV

The Security of the
Clearinghouse tool should
be Accredited according to
the ISO 27000 series of
Standards

(http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/)

(http://www.27001-online.com/)

8

Technical
quality assurance
and
system abuse
monitoring

9

figure 30: Knowledge centre working areas
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7.2.2.2.

Knowledge centre functionality18

With the aid of diagram 2 the foreseen functionality of the Clearinghouse tool as
assumed by the participants of the above meeting is described.
Box 1
Box 1 is Box 3 of figure 29 and is the Knowledge centre Administration and
Maintenance working group. Its tasks are split into tasks as indicated by Boxes 2 to 6
of figure 30. These are described below.
Box 2
This sub-function will maintain up to date the various user guides and manuals of
each individual tool of the clearinghouse tool in collaboration with the providers of
these tools.
Box 3
This sub-function will deal with the evaluation of the requests for membership or
access to the Clearinghouse tool. This evaluation will be based on the rules and
conditions that will be decided by the Executive Body and approved by the
Governance Board.
The requests for membership or access to the system must be accompanied by at
least the profile of the requesting organisation and the Europass CV of the actual
users.
Box 4
The Education and Training activities directly related to the Clearinghouse tool should
be developed and delivered by the Administration and Maintenance Function of the
Clearinghouse in collaboration of the Education and Training Function of the
Executive Body.
Box 5
The Business continuation management of the Clearinghouse tool should be
according to BS 25999 standard and the service provision should be accredited
according to ISO IEC 20000 series of standards.
The maintenance and the continuous development of the Knowledge centre are
essential to guarantee its sustainability and the security of its databases.
The security of the system should be accredited according to ISO 27000 series of
standards. This will promote the confidence of its users.
The need for new tools and the upgrade of tool functionality is a dynamic process.
This function is again essential for the sustainability of the Clearinghouse tool.

18

The above description presents the first ideas that were expressed at the Work Package 2 Meeting,
Nicosia – Cyprus, 11 – 12 May 2007. They are to be discussed and commented upon by all Work
Packages of EUnetHTA and particularly by the Work Package 1 and the Executive Committee.
It should be emphasised that the functionality of EUnetHTA and particularly the functionality of the
Clearinghouse should be finalised as soon as possible, in order to be able to develop in more detail
the procedures and rules before the end of the project period.
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Box 6
The personnel of the Administration and maintenance function should have the
knowledge and the tools to continuously monitor the usage of the system, the quality
of the services and the detection of possible abuse.

7.3.

Support, Quality assurance and security of access

Any tool and development needs to have support in all cases of technical questions
and in relation on how to use and content of the tools. This (technical and content)
training and education courses are an integrated part on how to reach acceptance
and a broad use of the tool.
As shown in chapter 7.2 all these is under reconsideration but is also mainly based
on decisions which are still under development of Work Package 1.
The Quality assurance part has to assure that the information stored within the
system has a high internal validity and that obvious misuse of the toolkit can be
detected and deleted within the system.
Beside the quality assurance of the content (which is also mainly based on public
commenting) the different kinds of processes and services offered by the system
have to be under observation. This can be done continuously or on an intermediate
focussed re-evaluation of the toolkit.
A third topic which has to be developed under the final conditions of the permanency
of a toolkit is to ensure the protection of data against any kind of not allowed access
of data either on the way to the central storage system, during the transmission of
data between partners and within the storage system.
These developments should be in accordance to international security standards.
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8. The prototype

8.1.

The prototype description and environment

The prototype will describe the potential structure of a EUnetHTA knowledge centre.
It describes several kinds of functions and their integration within a toolset to support
the sustainability of a European wide cooperation and collaboration in the field of
HTA including the raise of the efficiency in daily life work.
The prototype is a description to visualize the functions without implementing a ready
for run system. Therefore some functions are just simulated, other functions are
implemented but not safe for daily life and some functions could be used just now.
During the prototype development, the first step was to include as many requests as
possible and to find a way, how these functions could be integrated into just one
system.
The following description will just explain why and how the requested functions have
been integrated. In addition in chapter 8.5 there is the complete set of graphics out of
the prototype area. These functions could also be checked on the URL:
http://www.prototype.eunethta.de.
Beside the general agreement on how an e-knowledge centre within EUnetHTA after
the 2008plus period should look like, there is still the need to set up an environment
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to get the support in developing the e-knowledge centre and to test some parts of the
e-knowledge centre to evaluate whether the ideas are working or whether there is
more development needed.
This prototype is based on the requirements out of the different Work Packages and
use existing software to get a prototype system which can be tested and evaluate by
users who are not normally included into the development of software systems.
The experience out of it and out of the discussion within the WP2 meetings up to now
results in a testing environment which gives people the feeling of a running system.
Nevertheless not all requirements are being programmed and some requirements will
be fulfilled by paper based workarounds describing how something has to be done
within the test system and also described the possible workflow which has to be
programmed within the real e-knowledge centre.
The prototype depends on three technical tools:
The website maintained by SBU as the running EUnetHTA website
(www.eunethta.net) and a testing site (prototype.eunethta.de) which enables people
to test and to development without interfering the ongoing publication, dissemination
and working environment for other Work Packages. The primary domain eunethta.de
is directly linked to the EUnetHTA homepage.
In general the prototype has to test:
 System independent access via Internet,
 Language independency and
 Security level and login.
There will be no test in relation to performance. Also the prototype will not test
backup procedures or governance and maintenance rules.
The prototype system use php as a programming language and open source
software to avoid the need of expensive programming.
Part one of the prototype, the entrance area, is based on a portal system. This
system enables to test the support of different languages as well as the login
functions. Also this area enables people to test the work of discussion forums,
communication and web page hosting.
Behind this portal system and in accordance to the requirements of WP 5 and WP
7a, there is a working environment on specific projects according to the description of
requirements in the chapter 5. The workflow is described on the basis on text
documents (chapter 6). The workflow will be tested by the WP during the process of
the further development of the i-tools.

8.2.

The i-tool concept

The i-tools (internet based exchange of information and tools) are depending on a
structured process to collect the needed requirements.
Out of personal meetings with the character of a brainstorming meeting, the
developers of the tools had been asked what kind of features they would like to have
in addition to the paper based version.
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1. During a stepwise process, the written version of the tools in WP5 and WP7 have
been evaluated in relation whether there is a chance to find ideas how to improve the
functionalities by some IT depending applications.
2. After this process, additional functions where tried to find which support the
functionality in relation to communication and cooperation.
3. Out of this, a first visualization and description had been described.
4. A conceptual idea has been developed to describe the possible implementation
according to the different requirements mentioned by the Work Packages.
8.2.1. Multilanguage approach within i-tools
The i-tool concept has also been tested with a tool outside of EUnetHTA, the INAHTA
checklist. The new version of the checklist (v 2.0) had been used to transfer the
checklist into an interactive tool. Within these tools two functions are implemented as
an example for other i-tools. The checklist was selected because the development
had been finalized in June and resources to translate were offered within the QAWG
of INAHTA. Beside the original version (English) Spanish and a German could be
implemented.
The language can be changed by clicking on the specific language button (within
Microsoft Excel®) or just by marking the field below the language button with an “X”
in case other spreadsheet applications are used like Open Office applications.
Nevertheless the main functions can be used in all tested versions.
Behind every entry a coded element is referring to the entry of the user and is
transferring the users input into a database compatible spreadsheet.
Due to the fact that the spreadsheet is independent from any kind of external
resource, the document can be printed, stored and send without any kind of specific
limitation.
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figure 31: INAHTA checklist v 2.0

Due to the standardization most of the answers are language independent and the
change of the language will not lead to information lost. Only within two elements
native text is stored.
8.2.2. External information
The i-tools are independent from any kind of internet infrastructure. Anyhow some
additional functionality will depend on the connection to internet base knowledge.
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This combination of independent working area supported by additional information
offered via internet access (linkage to internet resources out of the document,
retrieving data within the internet, disseminating the results of the work using the itool) are offered as soon as the internet connection is established.
Nevertheless the independence from internet is resulting in a highly flexible tool
(adaptable by every user) including a high level of standardization and represents the
requirement of low cost.
8.2.3. Work Package 2 i-tools

8.2.3.1.

The question development tool

This tool is under development and is intended to help people to translate a user‟s
request into a scientific and feasible question which still fulfil all the needs of the user.
A questionnaire was sending out to the WP 2 members to collect information on
existing tools within the member‟s area.
This tool is related to the “question and product selection step” described in chapter
6.1.
The resulting document will not be stored within a central database. Nevertheless the
electronic document can be stored within the file system of the groupware tool (File
management).
Also the original formula will be stored within the template section of the groupware
tool as part of the dissemination of common tools within the EUnetHTA area.

8.2.3.2.

The information resource selection tool

This tool is under development and is intended to help people to identify the possible
electronic resource needed to support the specific evidence search process. The list
of resources is not only focussed on international databases. Due to the idea of
knowledge sharing especially national / regional and local databases have to be
included to:
 Describe the resources used in HTA related product development
 to show possible ways to access these resources in case there is need to get
primary data or additional background knowledge.
The tool will also be developed in a way that additional resource can be added within
the documentation of used resources and therefore can be stored in a central
database as new added information resource.
This tool is related to the “evidence collection procedure” described in chapter 6.4.1.
The electronic document can be stored within the file system of the groupware tool
(File management) for documentation purposes in relation to a specific project as
well as an extraction in case that new resources are included in a central database.
Also the original formula will be stored within the template section of the groupware
tool as part of the dissemination of common tools within the EUnetHTA area.

8.2.3.3.

The Clinical Trial (CT) Metadata Extraction Form

This clinical retrieval form is designed to collect information out of clinical trial
documentation – either a publication in a journal or extraction out of central
databases (e.g. clinical trial register of the European Medicine Agency (EMEA)). This
formula (only representing the starting point of the clinical trial description) can be
seen as an example how different kind of standards can be used within the
EUnetHTA knowledge sharing system and how external (out of EUnetHTA member
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area) knowledge can be integrated. The draft version of this form is shown in chapter
9.2.2. The form will be available as separated document.
Within a given project all extraction formula will be stored additionally within a file
system related to the project out of documentation purposes.
The original formula will be stored within the template section of the groupware tool
as part of the dissemination of common tools within the EUnetHTA area.

figure 32: clinical trial metadata extraction procedure

Beside the form there is the need to set up a database (chapter 8.4.2) for the data
extracted with the help of the tool.
8.2.4. Work Package 4 i-tool
The Work Package 4 has just started to discuss the advantages and possible
solutions offered by the Clearinghouse prototype tool in relation to the needs and
requirements of WP4. Due to this the discussions has to be followed in the future and
after the further development of the ideas of the WP.
8.2.5. Work Package 5 i-tool
The i-tool concept of Work Package 5 is still under discussion. The actual prototype
has been shown during the last WP5 meeting in Venice. A group was implemented to
take care of the future development of the i-tool. Nevertheless the i-tool can just be
developed after the topic and items which are of important are identified and defined.
Due to the development within the WP, the i-tool is not ready and under construction.
8.2.6. Work Package 7 i-tool
The i-tool of Work Package 7 is resulting on the workflow described in chapter 8.2.
The i-tool is still under development. The actual version is 0.73.
The i-tool has mainly to fulfil the following requests:
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-

Easy to handle
Easy to adapt to the specific question
Easy to develop
Easy to store within a database
Including some internal help functions
Including internal validation functions
Including internal quality related questions

The result out of the requirements and its visualization is presented within the
following screen pictures. The i-tool is divided into an “asking“ section and a “posting”
section. The main items on emerging technologies are requested within these two
spreadsheet pages. Within the figures on pages78 to 82 there are hardcopies out of
the actual evaluation process of the i-tool within Work Package 7.
A more detailed description of the tool, how to use it and some practical examples
can be seen within the deliverable of WP 7.
In addition the workflow is shown in figure 21: Wp 7 workflow - first approachfigure
21and figure 22 has to be implemented as a best practice approach. This workflow
scenario is also under construction. The needed database is described in chapter
8.4.3.
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figure 33: WP 7 asking spreadsheet part I
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figure 34: WP 7 asking spreadsheet part II
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figure 35: Wp 7 posting spreadsheet part I
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figure 36: WP 7 posting spreadsheet part II
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figure 37: WP 7 posting spreadsheet part III

The actual spreadsheets will be supported by additional spreadsheet relating
- Help
- Versioning
- DB transfer.
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These tables represent generic information within all i-tools.
The help table will include specific help information on a question etc. wherever a “?”
will be set up. By clicking on the question mark sign the user will get specific help
information and by pressing “back” the user will be brought back to the issue he had
work on.
The Versioning table represents the need to document the different development
steps of the i-tool.
The DB transfer table is collecting information out of the different table to present
these data to a specific database import tool.
Table versioning and DBtransfer are not accessible for the user.
In addition, only the input fields within the document are open for input by the user.
The complete rest of the document will be secured in relation to changes by the user.
This security function has to be confirmed by the project leader after the adaptation of
the question on the specific topic. This raises the standardization level and is the
main step to ensure the possibility to import the data into a database. In fact it also
ensures that necessary fields are not deleted by the answering persons just by an
accident.

8.3.

The dissemination area

8.3.1. Journal
Up to now there is still the need to publish specific information via a journal.
Nevertheless the developments within journals showed significant difference to
former publications.
In former times the journals had been mainly selected in relation to the impact factor.
Beside this the authors had to transfer nearly all rights to the journal‟s company.
Therefore reprints etc had to be paid even by the author.
New technologies offer new options on how to run journals. Electronic publications in
e-journals are much less costly and can be printed on demand. Due to the lower cost
of electronic journals they can also be offered for free access. These so called open
access journals can be run under the same quality assurance systems as the actual
journals including peer review and are also listed in Medline and other electronic
journal databases.
A list of open access journals can be reach via http://www.doaj.org/. Actual 3093
journals out of different scientific areas are listed within this database.
The list of health services includes 405 journals.

figure 38: directory of open access journals (health sciences)

Since 2005 also a HTA journal is included within the list of journals.
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8.3.2. Content management systems for web publications
Within the prototype the content management system (CMS) is based on an open
source application named postnuke.
The EUnetHTA CMS, which is also based on an open source applications, includes
beside general public access functions, limited access for members. The EUnetHTA
CMS can be accessed via www.eunethta.net.
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8.4.

The database level

8.4.1. The contact database

8.4.1.1.

The description

The detailed description of the data model is attached in chapter 9.1. The
documentation of the contact information is a complex situation due to the fact that
three mayor concepts have to get fitted together:
role

organization

person

figure 39: relationship between roles, organizations and persons

These three main concepts can describe the person and the relationship of this
person to organizations and roles. This also includes, that if a person is changing his
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role or his organization the knowledge about this person will not be lost and in case
that there is a need to get in contact to this person, the person can be fined as long
as it is related to the EUnetHTA working area, meaning as long as it is a partner of
the EUnetHTA member area.
Out of this construction the contact database can fulfil the role of the central database
within several processes and procedures and in relation to organize the security
access and the business issues.

8.4.1.2.

The data model
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Conceptual Data Model
Model: Organization concept
Package:
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Version:
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The content behind this diagram was constructed out of the need of different kind of
applications (e.g. Microsoft Outlook®), the need of legal documentations of tasks and
roles in the field of e.g. regulatory affairs in medicinal products and out of the need to
formulate an upgradable data model, which can serve the existing systems.
This conceptual data model need could be transferred into a physical data model out
of which a physical database can be developed.
Additional functionalities e.g. the description of personal knowledge and interest and
the European CV can be easily added to the conceptual model.
8.4.2. The clinical trial metadata extraction database
The clinical trial metadata extraction database (CTME-DB) includes information out of
the use of the clinical trial metadata extraction form. Every data record is related to
one clinical trial and includes information on the description and of the result (if
existing) of the clinical trial. The data elements will be adjusted to international
standard out of the HL-719 standard and the official registration of clinical trials within
clinical trial electronic registers.
A data model will be not included within this proposal.

19

HL-7
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8.4.3. WP 7 i-tool database (EUnetHTA monitoring database)
To store all the collected information out of the WP 7 i-tool, a database will be set up
during the implementation of the WP 7 i-tool in daily HTA work.
The existing description of the WP 7 i-tool leads to the schematic xml-structure
shown in figure 40. This structure will be under development until the final agreement
within WP 7. After the final decision on the schema the data model can be developed
and will be implemented as an independent database.

figure 40: xsd schema of the WP 7 i-tool data set
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8.4.4. WP 5 i-tool and WP 4 i-tool database
All needed databases according to the specification out of the WP 4 and WP 5 i-tools
will be collected during or after the final development of the tools. Out of this
description the databases will be set up in similarity to the way described above.

8.5.
The communication and coordination tool – groupware
functionalities
Within the prototype description, the communication and coordination functionalities
are offered via two different applications:
 A content management system (postnuke)
 A groupware application (dotproject)
Both applications are adapted open source applications. The technology is a serverclient configuration based o internet technologies. The application server can be
either a windows or Linux based system offering the chance of a web server (e.g.
Apache Web server) with access to a database management system (e.g. MySQL)
and a programming language (e.g. PHP - PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) offers the
needed primary infrastructure to run the applications.
The groupware application is offering session access which can be configured by the
user.
Both the CMS as well as the groupware application can be access via
prototype.eunethta.de
The CMS is mainly used to give access to the groupware via links (workzone,
playzone, etc.)
In addition the system can offer forum, help and other support how to access the
groupware and how to get access to public tools.

figure 41: EUnetHTA prototype CMS - FAQ screen

Both, CMS and groupware application, can control user access via a common user
contact database (LDAP service).
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In the following chapters some parts and functionalities of a groupware tool are
described. Nevertheless it is not a complete description of the offered functionalities
by the application.
8.5.1. Login

figure 42: login screen

The login functionalities are based on a name/password combination. In addition to
this the access to the system can be reduced to a VPN connection with limited
access either via a specific ID (including an installation of a security signature on the
client) or via a VPN in connection with a special key code function.
8.5.2. Today screen

figure 43: personalized today screen

The today screen offers an easy overview of all personal information. The screen
offers also access to the personal settings (timing, date, languages, etc.)
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8.5.3. Customer relation management
The customer relations ship is organized according to the principles mentioned in
chapter 8.4.1. Nevertheless the actual included contact description has to be
enhanced to fulfil all required information e.g. out of the European CV.
The actual version can store:
 Company information (including substructures like departments, etc.),
 Persons and roles.

8.5.3.1.

Companies

figure 44: company screen

The companies list is offering an overview of all companies. The different kind of
companies can be grouped within a user adapted setting. Via included search
functions and personal filters the different companies can be selected.

Company overview

figure 45: company overview screen

The overview of a special company shows in addition:
 the departments (substructures)
 related projects
 related users and contacts
 related files
Also within the description of the company all information to contact the company or
the official company representative are included. Like ever all information within the
screen can be edited by the user / owner of the information. The access is limited to
special persons.
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Company departments

figure 46: department overview screen

Like the company screen, the department screen offers additional information and
some related information out of the project and contact management area.

Persons / Contacts

figure 47: contact overview screen

Within the primary contact screen there is an overview on contact information which
can be adapted due to different filters. The different contact data can be downloaded
into local organizing systems (like Microsoft Outlook®) via standardized interfaces
and structures.
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figure 48: detailed contact information screen

8.5.3.2.

Project management

Detailed project management is another important function of groupware
requirements. The project management has to deal with projects, tasks and
resources. Also reporting functionalities are required to control a project. Automatic
functions as email notification in case of project changes (including the task
management) are as important as the project access restriction controlled by the
project leader. A different level of roles and project administration rules are included
in a sophisticated system.

Projects overview
The two folded way to come to the project overview screen offers in s first step a list
of projects filtered on the users description and wishes. On-Mouse-Over functions
also realized easy overview functions without the need of multiple screen changes.

figure 49: project overview list
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The next screen after selecting a project leads to a project overview screen. This
offer the project description as well as the access to additional project management
tools

figure 50: detailed project overview and management screen

Project related tasks

figure 51: task setup and overview

After the project had been described, tasks have to be defined and send out to the
people who can work on it. The task management therefore can be seen as the
realization part of the project.
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figure 52: task setup

The task setup screen is therefore also a more complex screen compared to the
project overview screen. Detail description, dates, dependencies, human and nonhuman resources have to be described and organized

Project Gantt Chart

figure 53: Gantt Chart

After having assigned all tasks the project management needs to have an overview
on the different task, mainly in relation to the timing but also in relation to the actual
status of the task. The Gantt chart offers this opportunity. In relation to EUnetHTA
project, e.g. questionnaire, you can immediately see who has answered, who is
missing and what the actual timing is.
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Project related files

figure 54: Project related file management / document management

Out of templates or even beside existing templates, documents and other files are
the main resource people are working with to transfer and to organize knowledge.
Within the described groupware, files can be either offered as a generic file to all
members or can be capsule just for the project. This ensures that other people then
the project members can‟t have access to them. Therefore projects can be done in a
secured environment within the application. This is not only to protect documents
from being disseminated in a draft version without control, it is also protecting against
unnoticed and unauthorized changing. Due to this and to make changes transparent
a check in-checkout function is implemented to notify the project member when a file
is under development and to set up a version control mechanism. Due to this any
kind of document change is transparent to the project members.
In addition to this basic file management services like upload, download and delete
are included too.
Due to the project related file management, templates can be adapted to the specific
needs of a project and stored within the project file system.
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Project related forum

figure 55: project internal communication – forum

The communication in electronic environments is mainly done via emails. Due to this
and in addition to the spam problematic, either all communication is done including all
comments or some information is soon lost. If the communication is done with
several people soon there will be a mixture of different kind of content within the
email traffic.
A forum, here also direct connected to the project and to the project security rules,
can prohibit this situation. All answered and communication parts can be sorted
within different topics and are available to the project members at every time. Nobody
has to take care of the personal email archive in relation to the project and if
somebody is leaving a project, his project related knowledge is still included within a
system. Therefore a forum is a main part of knowledge sharing ideas. Nevertheless
this is still not accepted by everyone and sometime can lead to misunderstanding.
The active information on changes in different topics can be set up. This means, the
user has control which is the most important issue and which are less important
issues and out of this he can decide when he wants to be actively informed via email
or when he wants to look for changes for himself.

Resource Management
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8.5.3.3.

File management

figure 56: document / file management

Beside project related file management a generic file management is included within
the system. This is mainly needed to set up structures (folders) and to incorporate
public documents like best practice templates and descriptions.
Containing the same functions for file management as within the project, this screen
offers also other kind of filters and structure elements which are beyond the project
functions.
Within this screen you can also see the reaction of the system if there is an
unauthorized try to get access to files or folders (security remark in red in the upper
part of the screen)

figure 57: editing a file

With the functions offered via this screen, files can be edited in relation to their
metadata. Here you can see how groupware internal metadata can be stored
attached to a document to make search processes easier. The offered metadata are
just a subgroup of the metadata which could be realized to EUnetHTA documents
and can easily be adapted within future developments.
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8.5.3.4.

Support / Trouble Ticket Management

figure 58: Ticket system overview

Sending mails to people to help you is sometimes not so effective. Emails are lost,
not longer followed up or something else happens in between. A ticket system
therefore is combining project elements with the specific needs for support on
technical topics in relation to the application or any other kind of service function. The
request (ticket) can be followed and the activities are transparent for partners, the
requester and the supporter.
The detailed description of a ticket is shown in figure 59

figure 59: detailed ticket description

8.5.3.5.

Communication Tools

Communication Tools / Forum

figure 60: public/project forum setup and overview

The benefits of fora had been described earlier (chapter Project related forum). This
screen offers mail functionalities to set up common fora.
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Communication tools / Email
Email support is offered on several places. As an example the email link within the
contact description is showed here. There are other links to email functions within the
project and task functions and the forum function (all update / change alerts)

figure 61: Email link within the contact information

User and System Administration management

figure 62: system administration screen

The tool has to offer system and user administration tools. Many kind of specific
setup in relation to the EUnetHTA project is done via the offered functionalities
without the need to program additional code.
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9. Appendix
9.1.

The contact database data model

The use of the data model is only allowed after a written permission by “Deutsches
Institut für medizinische Dokumentation und Information” – DIMDI. This development
has been included out of another development and is therefore not part of the
EUnetHTA developments.
9.1.1. CDM Diagrams

9.1.1.1. Model level diagrams
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Variable characters (20)<<Relationship>>
Variable characters (20) ORG_Synonym
Variable characters (20)
+lower
Variable characters (20)

<<Relationship>>
ORG_LegalForm
+belongs to

<<Relationship>>
ORS_SiteRole

Regions
(DictionaryPool)

<<Relationship>>
REG_Region

<<Relationship>>
ORG_Auth

Interface to link "PartnerInformation" to "PharmNetCT"

+responsible for
+responsible for

ResponsOrg
(DictionaryPool)

TecAuth

+belongs to

+has

<<Relationship>>
SIE_History
+has successor

Alias EntityType

Site

+belongs to

SIE_ID
SIE_ShortName
SIE_HumRegAuthorityName
SIE_VetRegAuthorityName
SIE_DistrictName
SIE_StreetName
SIE_StreetType
SIE_City
SIE_PostalCode
SIE_PostOfficeBox
SIE_BuildingNumber
SIE_BuildingArea
SIE_BuildingName
SIE_BuildingFloor
SIE_RoomName
SIE_STA_Code
SIE_TAC_Code
SIE_Telephone
SIE_Fax
SIE_Original
SIE_Note
SIE_Status
SIE_REO_Code
SIE_DataValidFromDate
SIE_DataValidUntilDate
SIE_email
SIE_HomePage
SIE_FL_Code
SIE_User
SIE_DataTimeStamp

<<Relationship>>
COT_History

+has predecessor

Number (20)
Variable characters (256)
Variable characters (256)
Variable characters (256)
Variable characters (256)
Variable characters (100)
Variable characters (100)
Variable characters (100)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (50)
Variable characters (40)
Variable characters (40)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (100)
<Undefined>
Variable characters (20)
+belongs to
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (500)
Variable characters (500)
Variable characters (50)
Number (10)
Date
Date
Variable characters+has
(30)
Variable characters (50)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (100)
Timestamp

+has

+has predecessor

Contact

+has
<<Relationship>>
COT_Site

<<Relationship>>
SIE_Street

COT_ID
COT_LastName
COT_Salution
COT_TIT_ID
COT_FirstName
COT_PRS_ID
COT_TAC_ID
COT_Telephone
COT_TelMobile
COT_Email1
COT_Email2
COT_Fax
COT_HomePage
COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom
COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil
COT_Note
COT_Status
COT_REO_Code
COT_DataValidFromDate
COT_DataValidUntilDate
COT_User
COT_DataTimeStamp

+has successor
Number (20)
Variable characters (256)
Variable characters
(20)
+has
<<Relationship>>
Variable characters (100)
COT_Auth
Variable characters (100)
Variable characters (100)
<Undefined>
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (20)
<<Relationship>>
Variable characters (30)
PRS_History
Variable characters (30)
Variable characters (20)
Variable characters (50)
Time
Time
Variable characters (500)
Variable characters (50)
Number (10)
Date
Date
+has
<<Relationship>>
Variable characters (100)
COT_PersRole
+belongs to
Timestamp

+has

+belongs to

+has

Alias Dictionary

PersonRoles
(DictionaryPool)

ADT
FSE
LAN
LFM
ORS
PCE
PRS
REG
REO
SNE
SRS
STA
TAC
TIT

DE_AdministrationDistricts
DE_FederalStates
Languages
LegalForms
OrganisationRoles
DE_PostalCodes
PersonRoles
Regions
ResponsOrg
DE_StreetNames
SiteRoles
States
TelephoneAreaCodes
DE_Titles

Alias Interface

+has
CIO
SIO
TAU

<<Relationship>>
COT_ReponsOrg

<<Relationship>>
SIE_SiteBitmap

ContactInfo
SiteInfo
TecAut

<<Relationship>>
COT_Title

+belongs to

<<Relationship>>
SRS_History

<<EntityType>>
SiteBitmap
SiteRoles
(DictionaryPool)

28 Jan. 08

+belongs to

<<EntityType>>

+responsible for

+belongs to

COT Contact
ORG Organisation
SIE
Site
SIP
SiteBitmap

<<EntityType>>

<<Relationship>>
SIE_PostCode

<<Relationship>>
SIE_ResponsOrg

ContactInfo
(PharmNetCT)

<<Interface>>

+belongs to

+has

<<Relationship>>
ADT_AdminDist

<<Relationship>>
COT_Phone

<<Relationship>>
ORG_Site

<<Relationship>>
SIE_State

DE_FederalStates
(DictionaryPool)

+belongs to

+belongs to

+belongs to

+belongs to

DE_AdministrativeDistricts
(DictionaryPool)

TelephoneAreaCodes
(DictionaryPool)

<<Relationship>>
SIE_Phone

Variable characters (100)

<<Relationship>>
ORG_ResponsOrg

+belongs to

<<Relationship>>
ORG_Phone

DE_PostalCodes
(DictionaryPool)

<<Relationship>>
FSE_FedState

Languages
(DictionaryPool)

<<Relationship>>
COT_Contact

+belongs to
States
(DictionaryPool)

+belongs to

<<Relationship>>
ORG_Language

LegalForms
(DictionaryPool)

<<Relationship>>
SIE_SiteRole

SIP_ID
SIP_Name
SIP_Note
SIP_Bitmap
SIP_User
SIP_DataTimeStamp

+belongs to
+belongs to
Number (20)
Variable characters (256)
DE_StreetNames
Variable characters (512)(DictionaryPool)
Bitmap
Variable characters (100)
Timestamp

DE_Titles
(DictionaryPool)

Conceptual Data Model
Model: Organization concept
Package:
Diagram: PartnerInformation
Author: dauben
Version:
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9.1.1.2. Model level object lists
Data item list
Name
SIE_ID
SIE_ShortName

Code
SIE_ID
SIE_SHORTNAM
E
SIE_HUMREGAU
THORITYNAME
SIE_VETREGAUT
HORITYNAME
SIE_DISTRICTNA
ME
SIE_STREETNAM
E
SIE_STREETTYP
E
SIE_CITY

Domain
<None>
<None>

<None>

SIE_BuildingNam
e
SIE_BuildingFloo
r
SIE_RoomName

SIE_POSTALCOD
E
SIE_POSTOFFIC
EBOX
SIE_BUILDINGNU
MBER
SIE_BUILDINGAR
EA
SIE_BUILDINGNA
ME
SIE_BUILDINGFL
OOR
SIE_ROOMNAME

SIE_STA_Code

SIE_STA_CODE

<None>

SIE_TAC_Code
SIE_Telephone

SIE_TAC_CODE
SIE_TELEPHONE

<None>
<None>

SIE_Fax

SIE_FAX

<None>

SIE_Original

SIE_ORIGINAL

<None>

SIE_Note

SIE_NOTE

<None>

SIE_Status

SIE_STATUS

<None>

SIE_REO_Code
SIE_DataValidFr
omDate
SIE_DataValidUn
tilDate
SIE_email

SIE_REO_CODE
SIE_DATAVALIDF
ROMDATE
SIE_DATAVALIDU
NTILDATE
SIE_EMAIL

<None>
<None>

Data Type
Number (20)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (50)
Variable
characters (40)
Variable
characters (40)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (100)
<Undefined>
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (500)
Variable
characters (500)
Variable
characters (50)
Number (10)
Date

<None>

Date

<None>

SIE_HomePage

SIE_HOMEPAGE

<None>

SIE_FL_Code

SIE_FL_CODE

<None>

Variable
characters (30)
Variable
characters (50)
Variable
characters (20)

SIE_HumRegAut
horityName
SIE_VetRegAuth
orityName
SIE_DistrictName
SIE_StreetName
SIE_StreetType
SIE_City
SIE_PostalCode
SIE_PostOfficeB
ox
SIE_BuildingNum
ber
SIE_BuildingArea
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<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>

Length
20
256

Precision

256
256
256
100
100
100
20
20
20
50
40
40
20
100

20
20
500
500
50
10

30
50
20
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SIE_User

SIE_USER

<None>

SIE_DataTimeSt
amp
COT_ID
COT_LastName

SIE_DATATIMEST
AMP
COT_ID
COT_LASTNAME

<None>

COT_Salution

COT_SALUTION

<None>

COT_TIT_ID

COT_TIT_ID

<None>

COT_FirstName

COT_FIRSTNAME

<None>

COT_PRS_ID

COT_PRS_ID

<None>

COT_TAC_ID
COT_Telephone

<None>
<None>

COT_TelMobile

COT_TAC_ID
COT_TELEPHON
E
COT_TELMOBILE

COT_Email1

COT_EMAIL1

<None>

COT_Email2

COT_EMAIL2

<None>

COT_Fax

COT_FAX

<None>

COT_HomePage

COT_HOMEPAGE

<None>

COT_DailyAvailTi
meFrom
COT_DailyAvailTi
meUntil
COT_Note

COT_DAILYAVAIL
TIMEFROM
COT_DAILYAVAIL
TIMEUNTIL
COT_NOTE

COT_Status

COT_STATUS

<None>

COT_REO_Code
COT_DataValidF
romDate
COT_DataValidU
ntilDate
COT_User

COT_REO_CODE
COT_DATAVALID
FROMDATE
COT_DATAVALID
UNTILDATE
COT_USER

COT_DataTimeS
tamp
ORG_ID
ORG_Name

COT_DATATIMES
TAMP
ORG_ID
ORG_NAME

<None>

ORG_NameSupp
1
ORG_NameSupp
2
ORG_NameEngli
sh
ORG_SynShortN
ame
ORG_SynLongN
ame

ORG_NAMESUPP
1
ORG_NAMESUPP
2
ORG_NAMEENGL
ISH
ORG_SYNSHORT
NAME
ORG_SYNLONGN
AME

<None>
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Variable
characters (100)
Timestamp

100

20
256

<None>

Number (20)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
<Undefined>
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (30)
Variable
characters (30)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (50)
Time

<None>

Time

<None>

<None>
<None>

Variable
characters (500)
Variable
characters (50)
Number (10)
Date

<None>

Date

<None>

Variable
characters (100)
Timestamp

100

Number (20)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (256)

20
256

<None>
<None>

<None>

<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>

20
100
100
100

20
20
30
30
20
50

500
50
10

256
256
256
100
256
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ORG_LegalForm

<None>

ORG_Language

ORG_LEGALFOR
M
ORG_COMREGIS
TER
ORG_STATEORI
GIN
ORG_LANGUAGE

ORG_Role

ORG_ROLE

<None>

ORG_DailyAvailT
imeFrom
ORG_DailyAvailT
imeUntil
ORG_TelInternat
AreaCode
ORG_Telephone

<None>
<None>

Time

<None>

ORG_Fax

ORG_DAILYAVAI
LTIMEFROM
ORG_DAILYAVAI
LTIMEUNTIL
ORG_TELINTERN
ATAREACODE
ORG_TELEPHON
E
ORG_FAX

Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (500)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (100)
Time

ORG_Email

ORG_EMAIL

<None>

ORG_HomePage

<None>

ORG_Formation
Date
ORG_ClosureDat
e
ORG_Note

ORG_HOMEPAG
E
ORG_FORMATIO
NDATE
ORG_CLOSURED
ATE
ORG_NOTE

<None>

Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (30)
Variable
characters (50)
Date

<None>

Date

<None>

ORG_Status

ORG_STATUS

<None>

ORG_REO_Cod
e
ORG_DataValidF
romDate
ORG_DataValidU
ntilDate
ORG_Post_FL_C
ode
ORG_Post_STA_
Code
ORG_Post_Stree
tName
ORG_Post_Stree
tType
ORG_Post_City

ORG_REO_CODE

<None>

Variable
characters (500)
Variable
characters (50)
Number (10)

ORG_DATAVALID
FROMDATE
ORG_DATAVALID
UNTILDATE
ORG_POST_FL_
CODE
ORG_POST_STA
_CODE
ORG_POST_STR
EETNAME
ORG_POST_STR
EETTYPE
ORG_POST_CITY

<None>

Date

<None>

Date

<None>

ORG_Post_Post
alCode
ORG_PostOffice
Box
ORG_Post_Buildi
ngNumber
ORG_LA_STA_C
ode
ORG_LA_FL_Co
de
ORG_LA_Street

ORG_POST_POS
TALCODE
ORG_POSTOFFI
CEBOX
ORG_POST_BUIL
DINGNUMBER
ORG_LA_STA_C
ODE
ORG_LA_FL_CO
DE
ORG_LA_STREE

<None>

Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (100)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable

ORG_ComRegist
er
ORG_StateOrigin
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<None>
<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>
<None>

100
500
100
100
100

20
20
20
30
50

500
50
10

20
20
20
20
100
20
20
20
20
20
20
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Name
ORG_LA_StreetT
ype
ORG_LA_City

TNAME
ORG_LA_STREE
TTYPE
ORG_LA_CITY

ORG_LA_Postal
Code
ORG_LA_Buildin
gArea
ORG_LA_Buildin
gNumber
ORG_User

ORG_LA_POSTA
LCODE
ORG_LA_BUILDI
NGAREA
ORG_LA_BUILDI
NGNUMBER
ORG_USER

<None>

ORG_DataTimeS
tamp
SIP_ID
SIP_Name

ORG_DATATIME
STAMP
SIP_ID
SIP_NAME

<None>

SIP_Note

SIP_NOTE

<None>

SIP_Bitmap
SIP_User

SIP_BITMAP
SIP_USER

<None>
<None>

SIP_DataTimeSt
amp

SIP_DATATIMEST
AMP

<None>

characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (20)
Variable
characters (100)
Timestamp

<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>
<None>

<None>
<None>

Number (20)
Variable
characters (256)
Variable
characters (512)
Bitmap
Variable
characters (100)
Timestamp

20
20
20
20
20
100

20
256
512

100

Diagram list
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Entity list
TecAuth

Name

Code
TECAUTH

Site

SITE

Contact

CONTACT

Organisation

ORGANISATION

SiteBitmap

SITEBITMAP

Parent
Conceptual Data Model
'Organization concept'
Conceptual Data Model
'Organization concept'
Conceptual Data Model
'Organization concept'
Conceptual Data Model
'Organization concept'
Conceptual Data Model
'Organization concept'

Generate
TRUE

Number

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

Relationship list
Name
COT_Site

Code
COT_SITE

COT_PersRole

COT_PERSROLE

ORG_Synonym

ORG_SYNONYM
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Parent
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model

Entity 2
Contact

Entity 1
Site

PersonRoles
(Shortcut)

Contact

Organisation

Organisation
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ORS_Role

ORS_ROLE

ORG_Language

ORG_LANGUAGE

ORG_Fusion

ORG_FUSION

ORG_Phone

ORG_PHONE

ORG_Site

ORG_SITE

SIE_Street

SIE_STREET

SIE_History

SIE_HISTORY

COT_Contact

COT_CONTACT

COT_History

COT_HISTORY

SIE_PostCode

SIE_POSTCODE

COT_Title

COT_TITLE

ORG_State

ORG_STATE

SIE_State

SIE_STATE

SIE_SiteRole

SIE_SITEROLE

SIE_Phone

SIE_PHONE
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'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data

Organisation

OrganisationRoles
(Shortcut)

Languages
(Shortcut)

Organisation

Organisation

Organisation

TelephoneAreaCod
es (Shortcut)

Organisation

Site

Organisation

DE_StreetNames
(Shortcut)

Site

Site

Site

Contact

Organisation

Contact

Contact

DE_PostalCodes
(Shortcut)

Site

DE_Titles
(Shortcut)

Contact

Organisation

States (Shortcut)

Site

States (Shortcut)

Site

SiteRoles
(Shortcut)

Site

TelephoneAreaCod
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COT_Phone

COT_PHONE

COT_Auth

COT_AUTH

ORG_Auth

ORG_AUTH

ORG_History

ORG_HISTORY

SIE_ResponsOrg

SIE_RESPONSOR
G

ORG_ResponsOr
g

ORG_RESPONSO
RG

COT_ReponsOrg

COT_REPONSOR
G

SIE_SiteBitmap

SIE_SITEBITMAP

ORG_LegalForm

ORG_LEGALFOR
M

Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'
Conceptual Data
Model
'Organization
concept'

es (Shortcut)

Contact

TelephoneAreaCod
es (Shortcut)

TecAuth

Contact

TecAuth

Organisation

Organisation

Organisation

Site

ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)

ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)

Organisation

ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)

Contact

SiteBitmap

Site

LegalForms
(Shortcut)

Organisation

9.1.2.Entities
9.1.2.1. Model level entities
Entity Contact
Card of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Parent
Generate
Number

Contact
CONTACT
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TRUE

List of diagrams containing entity Contact
Name
PartnerInformation
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Code
PARTNERINFORMATION
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Relationship list of the entity Contact
Name

Code

COT_Phone

COT_PHONE

Contact

COT_Conta
ct
COT_History

COT_Title

COT_CONTA
CT
COT_HISTO
RY
COT_SITE
COT_REPON
SORG
COT_AUTH
COT_HISTO
RY
COT_TITLE

COT_PersR
ole

COT_PERSR
OLE

COT_Site
COT_Repon
sOrg
COT_Auth
COT_History

Entity 2

Entity 1

Depend
ent Role
<None>

Entity 1 ->
Entity 2 Role
Cardinality
0,n

Entity 2 ->
Entity 1 Role
Cardinality
1,1

Contact

TelephoneAre
aCodes
(Shortcut)
Organisation

<None>

0,n

0,n

Contact

Contact

<None>

0,n

0,1

Contact
ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)
TecAuth
Contact

Site
Contact

<None>
<None>

0,n
1,1

1,n
0,n

Contact
Contact

<None>
<None>

0,n
0,n

0,1
0,1

DE_Titles
(Shortcut)
PersonRoles
(Shortcut)

Contact

<None>

0,n

0,n

Contact

<None>

1,n

0,n

Dependent Object list of entity Contact
Name
COT_Phone
COT_Contact
COT_History
COT_Site
COT_ReponsOrg
COT_Auth
COT_Title
COT_PersRole

Code
COT_PHONE
COT_CONTACT
COT_HISTORY
COT_SITE
COT_REPONSORG
COT_AUTH
COT_TITLE
COT_PERSROLE

Class Name
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship

Attributes list of the entity Contact
Name
COT_ID
COT_LastName
COT_Salution
COT_TIT_ID
COT_FirstName
COT_PRS_ID
COT_TAC_ID
COT_Telephone
COT_TelMobile
COT_Email1
COT_Email2
COT_Fax
COT_HomePage
COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom
COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil
COT_Note
COT_Status
COT_REO_Code
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Code
COT_ID
COT_LASTNAME
COT_SALUTION
COT_TIT_ID
COT_FIRSTNAME
COT_PRS_ID
COT_TAC_ID
COT_TELEPHONE
COT_TELMOBILE
COT_EMAIL1
COT_EMAIL2
COT_FAX
COT_HOMEPAGE
COT_DAILYAVAILTIMEFROM
COT_DAILYAVAILTIMEUNTIL
COT_NOTE
COT_STATUS
COT_REO_CODE
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COT_DataValidFromDate
COT_DataValidUntilDate
COT_User
COT_DataTimeStamp

COT_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
COT_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
COT_USER
COT_DATATIMESTAMP

Attribute COT_ID of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_ID of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_ID
COT_ID
Number (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_ID of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_LastName of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_LastName of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_LastName
COT_LASTNAME
Variable characters (256)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_LastName of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_LastName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Salution of entity Contact
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Card of the attribute COT_Salution of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Salution
COT_SALUTION
Variable characters (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_Salution of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Salution
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_TIT_ID of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_TIT_ID of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_TIT_ID
COT_TIT_ID
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_TIT_ID of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_TIT_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_FirstName of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_FirstName of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_FirstName
COT_FIRSTNAME
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_FirstName of the entity Contact
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_FirstName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_PRS_ID of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_PRS_ID of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_PRS_ID
COT_PRS_ID
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_PRS_ID of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_PRS_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_TAC_ID of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_TAC_ID of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_TAC_ID
COT_TAC_ID
<Undefined>
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_TAC_ID of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_TAC_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Telephone of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_Telephone of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Telephone
COT_TELEPHONE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_Telephone of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Telephone
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_TelMobile of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_TelMobile of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_TelMobile
COT_TELMOBILE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_TelMobile of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_TelMobile
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Email1 of entity Contact
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Card of the attribute COT_Email1 of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Email1
COT_EMAIL1
Variable characters (30)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_Email1 of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Email1
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Email2 of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_Email2 of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Email2
COT_EMAIL2
Variable characters (30)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_Email2 of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Email2
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Fax of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_Fax of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Fax
COT_FAX
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_Fax of the entity Contact
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Fax
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_HomePage of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_HomePage of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_HomePage
COT_HOMEPAGE
Variable characters (50)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_HomePage of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_HomePage
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom
COT_DAILYAVAILTIMEFROM
Time
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeFrom
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil
COT_DAILYAVAILTIMEUNTIL
Time
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_DailyAvailTimeUntil
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Note of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_Note of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Note
COT_NOTE
Variable characters (500)
FALSE

Check of the attribute COT_Note of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Note
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_Status of entity Contact
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Card of the attribute COT_Status of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_Status
COT_STATUS
Variable characters (50)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_Status of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_Status
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_REO_Code of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_REO_Code of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_REO_Code
COT_REO_CODE
Number (10)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_REO_Code of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_REO_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_DataValidFromDate of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_DataValidFromDate of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_DataValidFromDate
COT_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
Date
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_DataValidFromDate of the entity Contact
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_DataValidFromDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_DataValidUntilDate of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_DataValidUntilDate
COT_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
Date
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_DataValidUntilDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_User of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_User of the entity Contact
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

COT_User
COT_USER
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute COT_User of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_User
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute COT_DataTimeStamp of entity Contact
Card of the attribute COT_DataTimeStamp of the entity Contact
COT_DataTimeStamp
COT_DATATIMESTAMP
Timestamp
TRUE

Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

Check of the attribute COT_DataTimeStamp of the entity Contact
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute COT_DataTimeStamp
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Entity Organisation
Card of the entity Organisation
Organisation
ORGANISATION
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TRUE

Name
Code
Parent
Generate
Number

List of diagrams containing entity Organisation
Name

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

PartnerInformation

Relationship list of the entity Organisation
Name

Code

Entity 2

<None>

Organisation

States
(Shortcut)
Organisation

Entity 1 ->
Entity 2 Role
Cardinality
0,n

<None>

0,n

0,1

Organisation

Organisation

<None>

0,n

0,1

Organisation

Organisation

<None>

0,n

0,1

ORG_State

ORG_STATE

Organisation

ORG_Histor
y
ORG_Fusio
n
ORG_Synon

ORG_HISTO
RY
ORG_FUSIO
N
ORG_SYNO
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ym
ORS_Role

NYM
ORS_ROLE

ORG_Respo
nsOrg
ORG_Legal
Form
ORG_Auth
ORG_Histor
y
ORG_Langu
age
ORG_Fusio
n
ORG_Phone

ORG_RESPO
NSORG
ORG_LEGAL
FORM
ORG_AUTH
ORG_HISTO
RY
ORG_LANGU
AGE
ORG_FUSIO
N
ORG_PHON
E

ORG_Site
COT_Conta
ct
ORG_Synon
ym

ORG_SITE
COT_CONTA
CT
ORG_SYNO
NYM

Organisation

Organisation
Roles
(Shortcut)
Organisation

<None>

0,n

1,n

<None>

1,1

0,n

Organisation

<None>

1,1

0,n

Organisation
Organisation

<None>
<None>

0,n
0,n

0,1
0,1

Languages
(Shortcut)
Organisation

Organisation

<None>

1,1

0,n

Organisation

<None>

0,n

0,1

TelephoneAre
aCodes
(Shortcut)
Site
Contact

Organisation

<None>

1,1

0,n

Organisation
Organisation

<None>
<None>

1,n
0,n

0,n
0,n

Organisation

Organisation

<None>

0,n

0,1

ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)
LegalForms
(Shortcut)
TecAuth
Organisation

Dependent Object list of entity Organisation
Name
ORG_State
ORG_History
ORG_Fusion
ORG_Synonym
ORS_Role
ORG_ResponsOrg
ORG_LegalForm
ORG_Auth
ORG_Language
ORG_Phone
ORG_Site
COT_Contact

Code
ORG_STATE
ORG_HISTORY
ORG_FUSION
ORG_SYNONYM
ORS_ROLE
ORG_RESPONSORG
ORG_LEGALFORM
ORG_AUTH
ORG_LANGUAGE
ORG_PHONE
ORG_SITE
COT_CONTACT

Class Name
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship

Attributes list of the entity Organisation
Name
ORG_ID
ORG_Name
ORG_NameSupp1
ORG_NameSupp2
ORG_NameEnglish
ORG_SynShortName
ORG_SynLongName
ORG_LegalForm
ORG_ComRegister
ORG_StateOrigin
ORG_Language
ORG_Role
ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom
ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil
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Code
ORG_ID
ORG_NAME
ORG_NAMESUPP1
ORG_NAMESUPP2
ORG_NAMEENGLISH
ORG_SYNSHORTNAME
ORG_SYNLONGNAME
ORG_LEGALFORM
ORG_COMREGISTER
ORG_STATEORIGIN
ORG_LANGUAGE
ORG_ROLE
ORG_DAILYAVAILTIMEFROM
ORG_DAILYAVAILTIMEUNTIL
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ORG_TelInternatAreaCode
ORG_Telephone
ORG_Fax
ORG_Email
ORG_HomePage
ORG_FormationDate
ORG_ClosureDate
ORG_Note
ORG_Status
ORG_REO_Code
ORG_DataValidFromDate
ORG_DataValidUntilDate
ORG_Post_FL_Code
ORG_Post_STA_Code
ORG_Post_StreetName
ORG_Post_StreetType
ORG_Post_City
ORG_Post_PostalCode
ORG_PostOfficeBox
ORG_Post_BuildingNumber
ORG_LA_STA_Code
ORG_LA_FL_Code
ORG_LA_StreetName
ORG_LA_StreetType
ORG_LA_City
ORG_LA_PostalCode
ORG_LA_BuildingArea
ORG_LA_BuildingNumber
ORG_User
ORG_DataTimeStamp

ORG_TELINTERNATAREACODE
ORG_TELEPHONE
ORG_FAX
ORG_EMAIL
ORG_HOMEPAGE
ORG_FORMATIONDATE
ORG_CLOSUREDATE
ORG_NOTE
ORG_STATUS
ORG_REO_CODE
ORG_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
ORG_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
ORG_POST_FL_CODE
ORG_POST_STA_CODE
ORG_POST_STREETNAME
ORG_POST_STREETTYPE
ORG_POST_CITY
ORG_POST_POSTALCODE
ORG_POSTOFFICEBOX
ORG_POST_BUILDINGNUMBER
ORG_LA_STA_CODE
ORG_LA_FL_CODE
ORG_LA_STREETNAME
ORG_LA_STREETTYPE
ORG_LA_CITY
ORG_LA_POSTALCODE
ORG_LA_BUILDINGAREA
ORG_LA_BUILDINGNUMBER
ORG_USER
ORG_DATATIMESTAMP

Attribute ORG_ID of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_ID of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_ID
ORG_ID
Number (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_ID of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Name of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_Name of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Name
ORG_NAME
Variable characters (256)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_Name of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Name
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_NameSupp1 of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_NameSupp1 of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_NameSupp1
ORG_NAMESUPP1
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_NameSupp1 of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_NameSupp1
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_NameSupp2 of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_NameSupp2 of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_NameSupp2
ORG_NAMESUPP2
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_NameSupp2 of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_NameSupp2
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_NameEnglish of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_NameEnglish of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_NameEnglish
ORG_NAMEENGLISH
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_NameEnglish of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_NameEnglish
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_SynShortName of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_SynShortName of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_SynShortName
ORG_SYNSHORTNAME
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_SynShortName of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_SynShortName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_SynLongName of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_SynLongName of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_SynLongName
ORG_SYNLONGNAME
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_SynLongName of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_SynLongName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LegalForm of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LegalForm of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LegalForm
ORG_LEGALFORM
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LegalForm of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LegalForm
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_ComRegister of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_ComRegister of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_ComRegister
ORG_COMREGISTER
Variable characters (500)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_ComRegister of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_ComRegister
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_StateOrigin of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_StateOrigin of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_StateOrigin
ORG_STATEORIGIN
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_StateOrigin of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_StateOrigin
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Language of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Language of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Language
ORG_LANGUAGE
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_Language of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Language
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Role of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Role of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Role
ORG_ROLE
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_Role of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Role
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom
ORG_DAILYAVAILTIMEFROM
Time
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeFrom
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil
ORG_DAILYAVAILTIMEUNTIL
Time
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_DailyAvailTimeUntil
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_TelInternatAreaCode of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_TelInternatAreaCode of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_TelInternatAreaCode
ORG_TELINTERNATAREACODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_TelInternatAreaCode of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_TelInternatAreaCode
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Telephone of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_Telephone of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Telephone
ORG_TELEPHONE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Telephone of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Telephone
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Fax of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Fax of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Fax
ORG_FAX
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Fax of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Fax
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Email of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Email of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Email
ORG_EMAIL
Variable characters (30)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Email of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Email
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_HomePage of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_HomePage of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_HomePage
ORG_HOMEPAGE
Variable characters (50)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_HomePage of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_HomePage
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_FormationDate of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_FormationDate of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_FormationDate
ORG_FORMATIONDATE
Date
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_FormationDate of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_FormationDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_ClosureDate of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_ClosureDate of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_ClosureDate
ORG_CLOSUREDATE
Date
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_ClosureDate of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_ClosureDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Note of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Note of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Note
ORG_NOTE
Variable characters (500)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Note of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Note
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Status of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_Status of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Status
ORG_STATUS
Variable characters (50)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_Status of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Status
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_REO_Code of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_REO_Code of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_REO_Code
ORG_REO_CODE
Number (10)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_REO_Code of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_REO_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_DataValidFromDate of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_DataValidFromDate of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_DataValidFromDate
ORG_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
Date
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_DataValidFromDate of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_DataValidFromDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_DataValidUntilDate of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_DataValidUntilDate
ORG_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
Date
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_DataValidUntilDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_FL_Code of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_FL_Code of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_FL_Code
ORG_POST_FL_CODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_FL_Code of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_FL_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_STA_Code of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_STA_Code of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_STA_Code
ORG_POST_STA_CODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_STA_Code of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_STA_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_StreetName of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_StreetName of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_StreetName
ORG_POST_STREETNAME
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_StreetName of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_StreetName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_StreetType of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_Post_StreetType of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_StreetType
ORG_POST_STREETTYPE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_StreetType of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_StreetType
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_City of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_City of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_City
ORG_POST_CITY
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_City of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_City
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_PostalCode of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_PostalCode of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_PostalCode
ORG_POST_POSTALCODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_PostalCode of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_PostalCode
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_PostOfficeBox of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_PostOfficeBox of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_PostOfficeBox
ORG_POSTOFFICEBOX
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_PostOfficeBox of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_PostOfficeBox
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_Post_BuildingNumber of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_Post_BuildingNumber of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_Post_BuildingNumber
ORG_POST_BUILDINGNUMBER
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_Post_BuildingNumber of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_Post_BuildingNumber
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_STA_Code of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_STA_Code of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_STA_Code
ORG_LA_STA_CODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_STA_Code of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_STA_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_FL_Code of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_FL_Code of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_FL_Code
ORG_LA_FL_CODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_FL_Code of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_FL_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_StreetName of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_LA_StreetName of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_StreetName
ORG_LA_STREETNAME
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_StreetName of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_StreetName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_StreetType of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_StreetType of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_StreetType
ORG_LA_STREETTYPE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_StreetType of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_StreetType
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_City of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_City of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_City
ORG_LA_CITY
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_City of the entity Organisation
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_City
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_PostalCode of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_PostalCode of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_PostalCode
ORG_LA_POSTALCODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_PostalCode of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_PostalCode
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_BuildingArea of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_BuildingArea of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_BuildingArea
ORG_LA_BUILDINGAREA
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_BuildingArea of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_BuildingArea
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_LA_BuildingNumber of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_LA_BuildingNumber of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_LA_BuildingNumber
ORG_LA_BUILDINGNUMBER
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute ORG_LA_BuildingNumber of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_LA_BuildingNumber
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_User of entity Organisation
Card of the attribute ORG_User of the entity Organisation
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

ORG_User
ORG_USER
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute ORG_User of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_User
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute ORG_DataTimeStamp of entity Organisation
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Card of the attribute ORG_DataTimeStamp of the entity Organisation
ORG_DataTimeStamp
ORG_DATATIMESTAMP
Timestamp
TRUE

Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

Check of the attribute ORG_DataTimeStamp of the entity Organisation
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute ORG_DataTimeStamp
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Entity Site
Card of the entity Site
Site
SITE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TRUE

Name
Code
Parent
Generate
Number

List of diagrams containing entity Site
Name

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

PartnerInformation

Relationship list of the entity Site
Name

Code

Entity 2

Entity 1

Depend
ent Role
<None>

Entity 1 ->
Entity 2 Role
Cardinality
0,n

Entity 2 ->
Entity 1 Role
Cardinality
1,1

<None>

0,n

1,1

<None>

0,n

1,n

<None>

0,n

1,1

<None>
<None>

1,n
0,n

0,n
0,1

SIE_Respon
sOrg
SIE_State

SIE_RESPO
NSORG
SIE_STATE

Site

SIE_SiteRol
e
SIE_Phone

SIE_SITERO
LE
SIE_PHONE

Site

ORG_Site
SIE_History

ORG_SITE
SIE_HISTOR
Y
SIE_SITEBIT
MAP
SIE_STREET

Site
Site

ResponsOrg
(Shortcut)
States
(Shortcut)
SiteRoles
(Shortcut)
TelephoneAre
aCodes
(Shortcut)
Organisation
Site

SiteBitmap

Site

<None>

0,1

1,1

DE_StreetNa

Site

<None>

0,1

0,n

SIE_SiteBit
map
SIE_Street
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SIE_History
SIE_PostCo
de
COT_Site

SIE_HISTOR
Y
SIE_POSTC
ODE
COT_SITE

mes
(Shortcut)
Site
DE_PostalCo
des (Shortcut)
Contact

Site

<None>

0,n

0,1

Site

<None>

0,1

0,n

Site

<None>

0,n

1,n

Dependent Object list of entity Site
Name
SIE_ResponsOrg
SIE_State
SIE_SiteRole
SIE_Phone
ORG_Site
SIE_History
SIE_SiteBitmap
SIE_Street
SIE_PostCode
COT_Site

Code
SIE_RESPONSORG
SIE_STATE
SIE_SITEROLE
SIE_PHONE
ORG_SITE
SIE_HISTORY
SIE_SITEBITMAP
SIE_STREET
SIE_POSTCODE
COT_SITE

Class Name
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship

Attributes list of the entity Site
Name
SIE_ID
SIE_ShortName
SIE_HumRegAuthorityName
SIE_VetRegAuthorityName
SIE_DistrictName
SIE_StreetName
SIE_StreetType
SIE_City
SIE_PostalCode
SIE_PostOfficeBox
SIE_BuildingNumber
SIE_BuildingArea
SIE_BuildingName
SIE_BuildingFloor
SIE_RoomName
SIE_STA_Code
SIE_TAC_Code
SIE_Telephone
SIE_Fax
SIE_Original
SIE_Note
SIE_Status
SIE_REO_Code
SIE_DataValidFromDate
SIE_DataValidUntilDate
SIE_email
SIE_HomePage
SIE_FL_Code
SIE_User
SIE_DataTimeStamp
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Code
SIE_ID
SIE_SHORTNAME
SIE_HUMREGAUTHORITYNAME
SIE_VETREGAUTHORITYNAME
SIE_DISTRICTNAME
SIE_STREETNAME
SIE_STREETTYPE
SIE_CITY
SIE_POSTALCODE
SIE_POSTOFFICEBOX
SIE_BUILDINGNUMBER
SIE_BUILDINGAREA
SIE_BUILDINGNAME
SIE_BUILDINGFLOOR
SIE_ROOMNAME
SIE_STA_CODE
SIE_TAC_CODE
SIE_TELEPHONE
SIE_FAX
SIE_ORIGINAL
SIE_NOTE
SIE_STATUS
SIE_REO_CODE
SIE_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
SIE_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
SIE_EMAIL
SIE_HOMEPAGE
SIE_FL_CODE
SIE_USER
SIE_DATATIMESTAMP
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Attribute SIE_ID of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_ID of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_ID
SIE_ID
Number (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_ID of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_ShortName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_ShortName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_ShortName
SIE_SHORTNAME
Variable characters (256)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_ShortName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_ShortName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_HumRegAuthorityName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_HumRegAuthorityName of the entity Site
SIE_HumRegAuthorityName
Name
SIE_HUMREGAUTHORITYNAME
Code
Variable characters (256)
Data Type
FALSE
Mandatory
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Check of the attribute SIE_HumRegAuthorityName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_HumRegAuthorityName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_VetRegAuthorityName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_VetRegAuthorityName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_VetRegAuthorityName
SIE_VETREGAUTHORITYNAME
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_VetRegAuthorityName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_VetRegAuthorityName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_DistrictName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_DistrictName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_DistrictName
SIE_DISTRICTNAME
Variable characters (256)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_DistrictName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
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Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_DistrictName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_StreetName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_StreetName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_StreetName
SIE_STREETNAME
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_StreetName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_StreetName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_StreetType of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_StreetType of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_StreetType
SIE_STREETTYPE
Variable characters (100)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_StreetType of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_StreetType
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
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Attribute SIE_City of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_City of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_City
SIE_CITY
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_City of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_City
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_PostalCode of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_PostalCode of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_PostalCode
SIE_POSTALCODE
Variable characters (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_PostalCode of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_PostalCode
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_PostOfficeBox of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_PostOfficeBox of the entity Site
SIE_PostOfficeBox
Name
SIE_POSTOFFICEBOX
Code
Variable characters (20)
Data Type
FALSE
Mandatory
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Check of the attribute SIE_PostOfficeBox of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_PostOfficeBox
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_BuildingNumber of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_BuildingNumber of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_BuildingNumber
SIE_BUILDINGNUMBER
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_BuildingNumber of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_BuildingNumber
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_BuildingArea of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_BuildingArea of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_BuildingArea
SIE_BUILDINGAREA
Variable characters (50)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_BuildingArea of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
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Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_BuildingArea
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_BuildingName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_BuildingName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_BuildingName
SIE_BUILDINGNAME
Variable characters (40)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_BuildingName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_BuildingName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_BuildingFloor of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_BuildingFloor of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_BuildingFloor
SIE_BUILDINGFLOOR
Variable characters (40)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_BuildingFloor of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_BuildingFloor
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
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Attribute SIE_RoomName of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_RoomName of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_RoomName
SIE_ROOMNAME
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_RoomName of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_RoomName
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_STA_Code of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_STA_Code of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_STA_Code
SIE_STA_CODE
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_STA_Code of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_STA_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_TAC_Code of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_TAC_Code of the entity Site
SIE_TAC_Code
Name
SIE_TAC_CODE
Code
<Undefined>
Data Type
FALSE
Mandatory
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Check of the attribute SIE_TAC_Code of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_TAC_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_Telephone of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_Telephone of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_Telephone
SIE_TELEPHONE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_Telephone of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_Telephone
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_Fax of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_Fax of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_Fax
SIE_FAX
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_Fax of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
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Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_Fax
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_Original of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_Original of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_Original
SIE_ORIGINAL
Variable characters (500)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_Original of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_Original
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_Note of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_Note of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_Note
SIE_NOTE
Variable characters (500)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_Note of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_Note
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
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Attribute SIE_Status of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_Status of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_Status
SIE_STATUS
Variable characters (50)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_Status of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_Status
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_REO_Code of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_REO_Code of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_REO_Code
SIE_REO_CODE
Number (10)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_REO_Code of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_REO_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_DataValidFromDate of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_DataValidFromDate of the entity Site
SIE_DataValidFromDate
Name
SIE_DATAVALIDFROMDATE
Code
Date
Data Type
TRUE
Mandatory
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Check of the attribute SIE_DataValidFromDate of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_DataValidFromDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_DataValidUntilDate of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_DataValidUntilDate
SIE_DATAVALIDUNTILDATE
Date
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_DataValidUntilDate of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_DataValidUntilDate
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_email of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_email of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_email
SIE_EMAIL
Variable characters (30)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_email of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
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Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_email
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_HomePage of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_HomePage of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_HomePage
SIE_HOMEPAGE
Variable characters (50)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_HomePage of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_HomePage
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_FL_Code of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_FL_Code of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_FL_Code
SIE_FL_CODE
Variable characters (20)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIE_FL_Code of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_FL_Code
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
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Attribute SIE_User of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_User of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_User
SIE_USER
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_User of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_User
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIE_DataTimeStamp of entity Site
Card of the attribute SIE_DataTimeStamp of the entity Site
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIE_DataTimeStamp
SIE_DATATIMESTAMP
Timestamp
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIE_DataTimeStamp of the entity Site
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIE_DataTimeStamp
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Entity SiteBitmap
Card of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Parent
Generate
Number
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List of diagrams containing entity SiteBitmap
Name

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

PartnerInformation

Relationship list of the entity SiteBitmap
Name

SIE_SiteBit
map

Code

Entity 2

SIE_SITEBIT
MAP

Entity 1

SiteBitmap

Site

Depend
ent Role
<None>

Entity 1 ->
Entity 2 Role
Cardinality
0,1

Entity 2 ->
Entity 1 Role
Cardinality
1,1

Dependent Object list of entity SiteBitmap
Name

Code

SIE_SiteBitmap

Class Name
Relationship

SIE_SITEBITMAP

Attributes list of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
SIP_ID
SIP_Name
SIP_Note
SIP_Bitmap
SIP_User
SIP_DataTimeStamp

Code
SIP_ID
SIP_NAME
SIP_NOTE
SIP_BITMAP
SIP_USER
SIP_DATATIMESTAMP

Attribute SIP_ID of entity SiteBitmap
Card of the attribute SIP_ID of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_ID
SIP_ID
Number (20)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIP_ID of the entity SiteBitmap
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_ID
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIP_Name of entity SiteBitmap
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Card of the attribute SIP_Name of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_Name
SIP_NAME
Variable characters (256)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIP_Name of the entity SiteBitmap
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_Name
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIP_Note of entity SiteBitmap
Card of the attribute SIP_Note of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_Note
SIP_NOTE
Variable characters (512)
FALSE

Check of the attribute SIP_Note of the entity SiteBitmap
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_Note
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIP_Bitmap of entity SiteBitmap
Card of the attribute SIP_Bitmap of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_Bitmap
SIP_BITMAP
Bitmap
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIP_Bitmap of the entity SiteBitmap
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Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_Bitmap
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIP_User of entity SiteBitmap
Card of the attribute SIP_User of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_User
SIP_USER
Variable characters (100)
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIP_User of the entity SiteBitmap
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
Values

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_User
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Attribute SIP_DataTimeStamp of entity SiteBitmap
Card of the attribute SIP_DataTimeStamp of the entity SiteBitmap
Name
Code
Data Type
Mandatory

SIP_DataTimeStamp
SIP_DATATIMESTAMP
Timestamp
TRUE

Check of the attribute SIP_DataTimeStamp of the entity SiteBitmap
Low Value
High Value
Default Value
Unit
Format
Uppercase
Lowercase
Cannot Modify
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Values

Server check expression of entity attribute SIP_DataTimeStamp
%MINMAX% and %LISTVAL% and %UPPER% and %LOWER% and %RULES%
Entity TecAuth
Card of the entity TecAuth
TecAuth
TECAUTH
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TRUE

Name
Code
Parent
Generate
Number

List of diagrams containing entity TecAuth
Name

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

PartnerInformation

Relationship list of the entity TecAuth
Name

COT_Auth
ORG_Auth

Code

COT_AUTH
ORG_AUTH

Entity 2

TecAuth
TecAuth

Entity 1

Contact
Organisation

Depend
ent Role
<None>
<None>

Entity 1 ->
Entity 2 Role
Cardinality
0,n
0,n

Entity 2 ->
Entity 1 Role
Cardinality
0,1
0,1

Dependent Object list of entity TecAuth
Name
COT_Auth
ORG_Auth
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9.1.3.Relationships
9.1.3.1.

Model level relationships

Relationship COT_Auth
Card of the relationship COT_Auth
COT_Auth
COT_AUTH
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TecAuth
Contact
TRUE
1

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_Auth
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_Contact
Card of the relationship COT_Contact
COT_Contact
COT_CONTACT
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Contact
Organisation
TRUE
3

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_Contact
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_History
Card of the relationship COT_History
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

COT_History
COT_HISTORY
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Contact
Contact
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_History
Name
PartnerInformation
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Relationship COT_PersRole
Card of the relationship COT_PersRole
COT_PersRole
COT_PERSROLE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
PersonRoles (Shortcut)
Contact
TRUE
3

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_PersRole
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_Phone
Card of the relationship COT_Phone
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

COT_Phone
COT_PHONE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Contact
TelephoneAreaCodes (Shortcut)
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_Phone
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_ReponsOrg
Card of the relationship COT_ReponsOrg
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

COT_ReponsOrg
COT_REPONSORG
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
ResponsOrg (Shortcut)
Contact
TRUE
2

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_ReponsOrg
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_Site
Card of the relationship COT_Site
Name
Code
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Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Contact
Site
TRUE
3

Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_Site
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship COT_Title
Card of the relationship COT_Title
COT_Title
COT_TITLE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
DE_Titles (Shortcut)
Contact
TRUE
3

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship COT_Title
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_Auth
Card of the relationship ORG_Auth
ORG_Auth
ORG_AUTH
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TecAuth
Organisation
TRUE
1

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Auth
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_Fusion
Card of the relationship ORG_Fusion
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type
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1
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List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Fusion
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_History
Card of the relationship ORG_History
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

ORG_History
ORG_HISTORY
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Organisation
Organisation
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_History
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_Language
Card of the relationship ORG_Language
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

ORG_Language
ORG_LANGUAGE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Languages (Shortcut)
Organisation
TRUE
2

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Language
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_LegalForm
Card of the relationship ORG_LegalForm
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

ORG_LegalForm
ORG_LEGALFORM
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
LegalForms (Shortcut)
Organisation
TRUE
2

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_LegalForm
Name
PartnerInformation
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Relationship ORG_Phone
Card of the relationship ORG_Phone
ORG_Phone
ORG_PHONE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
TelephoneAreaCodes (Shortcut)
Organisation
TRUE
2

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Phone
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_ResponsOrg
Card of the relationship ORG_ResponsOrg
ORG_ResponsOrg
ORG_RESPONSORG
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
ResponsOrg (Shortcut)
Organisation
TRUE
2

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_ResponsOrg
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_Site
Card of the relationship ORG_Site
ORG_Site
ORG_SITE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Site
Organisation
TRUE
3

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Site
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_State
Card of the relationship ORG_State
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ORG_State
ORG_STATE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Organisation
States (Shortcut)
TRUE
1

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_State
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORG_Synonym
Card of the relationship ORG_Synonym
ORG_Synonym
ORG_SYNONYM
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Organisation
Organisation
TRUE
1

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORG_Synonym
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship ORS_Role
Card of the relationship ORS_Role
ORS_Role
ORS_ROLE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Organisation
OrganisationRoles (Shortcut)
TRUE
3

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship ORS_Role
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_History
Card of the relationship SIE_History
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
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TRUE
1

Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_History
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_Phone
Card of the relationship SIE_Phone
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_Phone
SIE_PHONE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Site
TelephoneAreaCodes (Shortcut)
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_Phone
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_PostCode
Card of the relationship SIE_PostCode
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_PostCode
SIE_POSTCODE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
DE_PostalCodes (Shortcut)
Site
TRUE
2

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_PostCode
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_ResponsOrg
Card of the relationship SIE_ResponsOrg
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_ResponsOrg
SIE_RESPONSORG
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Site
ResponsOrg (Shortcut)
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_ResponsOrg
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Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_SiteBitmap
Card of the relationship SIE_SiteBitmap
SIE_SiteBitmap
SIE_SITEBITMAP
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
SiteBitmap
Site
TRUE
0

Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_SiteBitmap
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_SiteRole
Card of the relationship SIE_SiteRole
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_SiteRole
SIE_SITEROLE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Site
SiteRoles (Shortcut)
TRUE
3

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_SiteRole
Name
PartnerInformation

Code
PARTNERINFORMATION

Relationship SIE_State
Card of the relationship SIE_State
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_State
SIE_STATE
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
Site
States (Shortcut)
TRUE
1

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_State
Name
PartnerInformation
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Relationship SIE_Street
Card of the relationship SIE_Street
Name
Code
Parent
Entity 2
Entity 1
Generate
Relationship Type

SIE_Street
SIE_STREET
Conceptual Data Model 'Organization concept'
DE_StreetNames (Shortcut)
Site
TRUE
2

List of diagrams containing relationship SIE_Street
Name
PartnerInformation
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9.2.

The European CV

The European CV was not explicit develop for the description of a user. The fact that
the CV should give an overview on the specific personal skill could be a first
approach to develop the final skill description with a customer relationship
management tool. (http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/europass/preview.action 2501-2008)
The complete Europass information is based on several documents. All documents,
informations and tips are listed via the hyperlink above.
As examples two documents are included here:
 The Europass CV
 The Europass Language Passport
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9.2.1. The Europass CV

Europass
Curriculum Vitae

Insert photograph. Remove heading if not relevant (see instructions)

Personal information
First name(s) / Surname(s)
Address(es)
Telephone(s)

First name(s) Surname(s) (remove if not relevant, see instructions)
House number, street name, postcode, city, country (remove if not relevant, see instructions)
(remove if not relevant, see
instructions)

Mobile:

Fax(es)

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

E-mail

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Nationality

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Date of birth

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Gender

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

(remove if not relevant, see
instructions)

Desired employment / (remove if not relevant, see instructions)
Occupational field
Work experience
Dates

Add separate entries for each relevant post occupied, starting from the most recent. (remove if not
relevant, see instructions)

Occupation or position held
Main activities and responsibilities
Name and address of employer
Type of business or sector

Education and training
Dates

Add separate entries for each relevant course you have completed, starting from the most recent.
(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Title of qualification awarded
Principal subjects/occupational skills
covered
Name and type of organisation
providing education and training
Level in national or international
classification

(remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Personal skills and
competences
Mother tongue(s)

Specify mother tongue (if relevant add other mother tongue(s), see instructions)

Other language(s)
Self-assessment
European level (*)

Understanding
Listening

Reading

Speaking
Spoken interaction

Writing

Spoken production

Language
Language
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(*) Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

Social skills and competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Organisational skills and
competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Technical skills and competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Computer skills and competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Artistic skills and competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Other skills and competences

Replace this text by a description of these competences and indicate where they were acquired.
(Remove if not relevant, see instructions)

Driving licence

State here whether you hold a driving licence and if so for which categories of vehicle. (Remove if not
relevant, see instructions)

Additional information Include here any other information that may be relevant, for example contact persons, references, etc.
(Remove heading if not relevant, see instructions)

Annexes List any items attached. (Remove heading if not relevant, see instructions)
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9.2.2. The Europass Language Passport

Europass Language Passport
Part of the European Language Portfolio developed by the Council of Europe

SURNAME(S) FIRST NAME(S)
Date of birth (*)
Mother tongue(s)
Other language(s)

Self-assessment of language skills (**)
Speaking

Understanding
Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Writing

Spoken production

Diploma(s) or certificate(s) (*)
Title of diploma(s) or certificate(s)

Awarding body

Date

European level (***)

From

To

Linguistic experience(s) (*)
Description

Self-assessment of language skills (**)
Speaking

Understanding
Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Writing

Spoken production

Diploma(s) or certificate(s) (*)
Title of diploma(s) or certificate(s)

Awarding body

Date

European level (***)

From

To

Linguistic experience(s) (*)
Description
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W
R
I
T
I
N
G

S
P
E
A
K
I
N
G

U
N
D
E
R
S
T
A
N
D
I
N
G
I can deal with most situations likely to
arise whilst travelling in an area where
the language is spoken. I can enter
unprepared into conversation on topics
that are familiar, of personal interest or
pertinent to everyday life (e.g. family,
hobbies, work, travel and current
events).

I can connect phrases in a simple way
in order to describe experiences and
events, my dreams, hopes and
ambitions. I can briefly give reasons and
explanations for opinions and plans. I
can narrate a story or relate the plot of a
book or film and describe my reactions.
I can write simple connected text on
topics which are familiar or of personal
interest. I can write personal letters
describing experiences and
impressions.

I can interact in a simple way provided
the other person is prepared to repeat
or rephrase things at a slower rate of
speech and help me formulate what I'm
trying to say. I can ask and answer
simple questions in areas of immediate
need or on very familiar topics.

I can use simple phrases and sentences I can use a series of phrases and
to describe where I live and people I
sentences to describe in simple terms
know.
my family and other people, living
conditions, my educational background
and my present or most recent job.

I can write a short, simple postcard, for
example sending holiday greetings. I
can fill in forms with personal details, for
example entering my name, nationality
and address on a hotel registration
form.

Spoken
Interaction

Spoken
Production

Writing

I can write short, simple notes and
messages. I can write a very simple
personal letter, for example thanking
someone for something.

I can communicate in simple and routine
tasks requiring a simple and direct
exchange of information on familiar
topics and activities. I can handle very
short social exchanges, even though I
can't usually understand enough to
keep the conversation going myself.

I can understand texts that consist
mainly of high frequency everyday or
job-related language. I can understand
the description of events, feelings and
wishes in personal letters.

I can understand familiar names, words I can read very short, simple texts. I can
and very simple sentences, for example find specific, predictable information in
on notices and posters or in catalogues. simple everyday material such as
advertisements, prospectuses, menus
and timetables and I can understand
short simple personal letters.

Reading

B1
I can understand the main points of
clear standard speech on familiar
matters regularly encountered in work,
school, leisure, etc. I can understand
the main point of many radio or TV
programmes on current affairs or topics
of personal or professional interest
when the delivery is relatively slow and
clear.

A2

I can understand phrases and the
highest frequency vocabulary related to
areas of most immediate personal
relevance (e.g. very basic personal and
family information, shopping, local area,
employment). I can catch the main point
in short, clear, simple messages and
announcements.

A1

I can understand familiar words and
very basic phrases concerning myself,
my family and immediate concrete
surroundings when people speak slowly
and clearly.

Listening

B2

I can write clear, detailed text on a wide
range of subjects related to my
interests. I can write an essay or report,
passing on information or giving
reasons in support of or against a
particular point of view. I can write
letters highlighting the personal
significance of events and experiences.

I can present clear, detailed descriptions
on a wide range of subjects related to
my field of interest. I can explain a
viewpoint on a topical issue giving the
advantages and disadvantages of
various options.

I can interact with a degree of fluency
and spontaneity that makes regular
interaction with native speakers quite
possible. I can take an active part in
discussion in familiar contexts,
accounting for and sustaining my views.

I can read articles and reports
concerned with contemporary problems
in which the writers adopt particular
attitudes or viewpoints. I can understand
contemporary literary prose.

I can understand extended speech and
lectures and follow even complex lines
of argument provided the topic is
reasonably familiar. I can understand
most TV news and current affairs
programmes. I can understand the
majority of films in standard dialect.

C1

I can express myself in clear, wellstructured text, expressing points of
view at some length. I can write about
complex subjects in a letter, an essay or
a report, underlining what I consider to
be the salient issues. I can select a style
appropriate to the reader in mind.

I can present clear, detailed descriptions
of complex subjects integrating subthemes, developing particular points
and rounding off with an appropriate
conclusion.

I can express myself fluently and
spontaneously without much obvious
searching for expressions. I can use
language flexibly and effectively for
social and professional purposes. I can
formulate ideas and opinions with
precision and relate my contribution
skilfully to those of other speakers.

I can understand long and complex
factual and literary texts, appreciating
distinctions of style. I can understand
specialised articles and longer technical
instructions, even when they do not
relate to my field.

I can understand extended speech even
when it is not clearly structured and
when relationships are only implied and
not signalled explicitly. I can understand
television programmes and films without
too much effort.

C2

I can write clear, smoothly-flowing text
in an appropriate style. I can write
complex letters, reports or articles which
present a case with an effective logical
structure which helps the recipient to
notice and remember significant points.
I can write summaries and reviews of
professional or literary works.

I can present a clear, smoothly-flowing
description or argument in a style
appropriate to the context and with an
effective logical structure which helps
the recipient to notice and remember
significant points.

I can take part effortlessly in any
conversation or discussion and have a
good familiarity with idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms. I can
express myself fluently and convey finer
shades of meaning precisely. If I do
have a problem I can backtrack and
restructure around the difficulty so
smoothly that other people are hardly
aware of it.

I can read with ease virtually all forms of
the written language, including abstract,
structurally or linguistically complex
texts such as manuals, specialised
articles and literary works.

I have no difficulty in understanding any
kind of spoken language, whether live or
broadcast, even when delivered at fast
native speed, provided. I have some
time to get familiar with the accent.
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9.3.

Clinical Trial (CT) Metadata Extraction Form

This formula is a first step on the way to a metadata extraction formula for literature
analyzes.
In general this formula should easy the work of collecting information out of literature
and also standardized this procedure to make the data more exchangeable and
storable.
Within the prototype this is just a placeholder for the idea. Nevertheless is takes a
broader kind of harmonization into account, basing on the development of external
institutions like EMEA in this case.
This kind of development concept of formulas has to be taken into account more
often to reduce the development needs (special field are described on developed by
experts out of specific topics) and raise the chance to exchange and to retrieve the
information more easy.
9.3.1. Clinical Trial (CT) Metadata Collection Form
A

A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6
B

TRIAL IDENTIFICATION
Member State in which the submission is being made :
EudraCT number (in case of medicinal product study):
Full title of the trial :
Sponsor’s protocol code number, version, and date20:
Name or abbreviated title of the trial where available:
ISRCTN number21, if available
IDENTIFICATION OF THE SPONSOR RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REQUEST

B.1

SPONSOR

B.1.1
B.1.2
B.1.3
B.1.4
B.1.5
B.1.6

Name of organisation :
Name of the person to contact:
Address :
Telephone number :
Fax number :
e-mail:

B.2
B.2.1
B.2.2
B.2.3
B.2.4
B.2.5
B.2.6

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE22 OF THE SPONSOR IN THE COMMUNITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF
sponsor)
Name of organisation:
Name of the person to contact :
Address :
Telephone number :
Fax number :
e-mail:

B.3

STATUS OF THE SPONSOR:

B.3.1
B.3.2

Commercial23
Non commercial

THIS TRIAL (if different from the




D
INFORMATION ON EACH IHT.
Information on the studied health technology (investigational health technology).in case of medicinal products this information on each „bulk product‟ before trialspecific operations (blinding, trial specific packaging and labelling) should be provided in this section for each investigational medicinal product (IMP) being tested
including each comparator and each placebo, if applicable. If the trial is performed with several products use extra pages and give each product a sequential number
in D1.1 If the product is a combination product information should be given for each active substance.

20

Any translation of the protocol should be assigned the same date and version as those in the original document.
International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number. Sponsors may wish to use an International Standardised
Random Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) to identify their trial in addition to the EudraCT number; for instance if their trial is
part of a multinational trial with sites outside the Community. They can obtain the number and guidance from the Current
Controlled Trials website http://www.controlled-trials.com/isrctn to which there is a link from the EudraCT database website
http://www.eudract.europa.eu. When available they should provide it in Section A.6 of the application form.
22
In accordance with Article 19 of Directive 2001/20/EC.
23
A commercial sponsor is a person or organisation that takes responsibility for a trial which is part of the development
programme for a marketing authorisation of a medicinal product at the time of the trial.
21
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D.1
IMP IDENTIFICATION
Indicate which of the following is described below, then repeat as necessary for each of the numbered IHTs to be used in the trial(assign numbers from 1-n):

D.1.1
D.1.2
D.1.3

This refers to the IHT number:

(..)

IHT being tested



IHT used as a comparator
For placebo go directly to D7



D.2
STATUS OF THE IHT.
If the IHT has a marketing authorisation(MA) (medicinal products) or marketing registration(MR) (medical devices) in the EU Member State (EU-MS) concerned
by this application but the trade name and marketing authorisation holder are not fixed in the protocol, go to section D.2.2

D.2.1
D.2.1.1
D.2.1.1.1
D.2.1.1.2
D.2.1.1.3
D.2.1.1.4
D.2.1.1.4.1
D.2.1.2

D.2.2

Has the IHT to be used in the trial a marketing authorisation/registration?:
If yes to D.2.1, specify for the product to be used in the trial:
Trade name 24:
Name of the MA/MR holder:9
MA/MR number (if MA/MR granted by a EU Member State): 9
Is the IHT modified in relation to its MA/MR?
If yes, please specify:
Which country granted the MA/MR? (………)

yes  no 

yes  no 

D.2.2.3.2
D.2.2.4
D.2.2.4.2
D.2.2.5
D.2.2.5.2

Situations where an IHT to be used in the CT has a MA/MR in the EU-MS concerned, but the protocol allows that any brand of the IHT with
a MA in that MS be administered to the trial subjects and it is not possible to clearly identify the IHT(s) in advance of the trial start
In the protocol, is treatment defined only by medicinal product active substance?
yes  no 
If yes, give active substance in D.3.8 or D.3.9
In the protocol, do treatment regimens allow different combinations of marketed products used according to local clinical practice at some or all
investigator sites in the MS?
yes  no 
If yes, give active substance in D.3.8 or D.3.9
The products to be used as IHTs can be defined as belonging to an ATC group6
yes  no 
If yes, give the ATC group of the applicable authorised codes in the ATC code field (level 3 or the level that can be defined) in D.3.3
Other :
yes  no 
If yes, please specify :

D.3

DESCRIPTION OF THE IHT USED IN THE CT

D.3.1
D.3.2
D.3.3
D.3.4
D.3.5
D.3.6
D.3.7
D.3.8
D.3.9

Product name where applicable25 :

D.2.2.2
D.2.2.2.2
D.2.2.3

D.3.10
D.3.10.2
D.3.10.3
D.3.10.4

Product code where applicable26 :
ATC code, if officially registered27:
Product form (in case of medicinal products relate to pharmaceutical form (use standard terms) :
Maximum duration of treatment of a subject according to the protocol :
Maximum dose allowed (specify : per day or total dose; units and route of administration,):
Route of administration (use standard terms in case of medicinal products):
Name of each active substance in case of medicinal product(INN or proposed INN if available):
Other available name for each active substance in case of medicinal product (CAS 28, current sponsor code(s), other descriptive name,
etc ; provide all available) :
Strength (specify all strengths to be used) :
Concentration unit:
Concentration type (“exact number”, “range", "more than” or “up to”) :
Concentration (number).

24

Available from the Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC).
To be provided only when there is no trade name. This is the name routinely used by a sponsor to identify the IMP in the CT
documentation (protocol, IB…).
26
To be provided only when there is no trade name. This is a code designated by the sponsor which represents the name
routinely used by the sponsor to identify the product in the CT documentation. For example, a code may be used for
combinations of drugs or drugs and devices.
27
Available from the Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC).
28
Chemical Abstracts Service.
25
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D.3.11

Type of IHT
Does the IHT contain an active substance :
D.3.11.2
Of chemical origin?
D.3.11.3
Of biological / biotechnological origin?29
Is this a :
D.3.11.4
Cell therapy medicinal product17 ?
D.3.11.5
Gene therapy medicinal product17?
D.3.11.6
Radiopharmaceutical medicinal product?
D.3.11.7
Immunological medicinal product (such as vaccine, allergen, immune serum)?
yes  no 
D.3.11.8
Plasma derived medicinal product?
D.3.11.9
Other extractive medicinal product?
D.3.11.10
Herbal medicinal product?
D.3.11.11
Homeopathic medicinal product?
D.3.11.12
Medicinal product containing genetically modified organisms?

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

no 
no 
no 
no 

yes  no 
If yes to D.3.11.11:
D.3.11.12.2
D.3.11.12.3
D.3.11.13
D.3.11.13.2

D.4

Has the authorisation for contained use or release been granted?
Is it pending?
Another type of medicinal product?
If yes, specify :

BIOLOGICAL / BIOTECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICINAL PRODUCTS

D.4.1
D.4.1.2
D.4.1.3
D.4.1.4
D.4.1.5
D.4.1.6
D.4.1.7
D.4.1.7.2

Type of product
Extractive
Recombinant
Vaccine
GMO
Plasma derived products
Others
If others, specify :

D.5

SOMATIC CELL THERAPY INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICINAL PRODUCT (NO GENETIC

D.5.1
D.5.1.2
D.5.1.3
D.5.1.4
D.5.1.4.2

D.5.2

Origin of cells
Autologous
Allogeneic
Xenogeneic
If yes, specify species of origin :

D.5.2.2
D.5.2.3
D.5.2.3.2
D.5.2.4
D.5.2.4.2

Type of cells
Stem cells
Differentiated cells
If yes, specify the type (e.g. keratinocytes, fibroblasts, chondrocytes,…) :
Others :
If others, specify :

D.6

GENE THERAPY INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICINAL PRODUCTS

D.6.1
D.6.2
D.6.3
D.6.4

INCLUDING VACCINES
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 

MODIFICATION)
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

Gene(s) of interest :
In vivo gene therapy:

yes  no 

Ex vivo gene therapy:

yes  no 

Type of gene transfer product
D.6.4.2
Nucleic acid (e.g. plasmid) :
If yes, specify if:
D.6.4.2.2
Naked:
D.6.4.2.3
Complexed
D.6.4.3
Viral vector:
D.6.4.3.2
If yes, specify the type: adenovirus, retrovirus, AAV, …:
D.6.4.4
Others :
D.6.4.4.2
If others, specify :

D.6.5

Genetically modified cells :
If yes, specify - origin of the cells :

29

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

yes  no 

Complete also sections D.4,and where applicable sections D.5,and D.6.
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D.6.5.2
D.6.5.3
D.6.5.4

Autologous :
Allogeneic :
Xenogeneic :

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

D.6.5.4.2
D.6.5.5

If yes, specify species of origin :
Other type of cells (hematopoietic stem cells, …) :

yes  no  If yes specify:

D.6.6

Comments on novel aspects investigational technology if any (free text):

D.7

INFORMATION ON PLACEBO (if relevant; repeat as necessary)

D.7.1
D.7.5
D.7.5.2
D.7.5.2.2

E

Is a there a placebo:

yes  no 

Which IHT is it a placebo for? Specify IHT Number(s) from D1.1:
Is it otherwise identical to the IHT?
If not, specify major ingredients :

yes  no 

(..)

GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE TRIAL

This section should be used to provide information about the aims, scope and design of the trial. When the protocol includes
a sub-study in theEU-MS concerned section E.2.3 should be completed providing information about the sub-study. To
identify it check the sub-study box in the „Objective of the trial‟ question below
E.1

MEDICAL CONDITION OR DISEASE UNDER INVESTIGATION

E.1.1
E.1.2
E.1.3

Specify the medical condition(s) to be investigated30 (free text) :

E.2

OBJECTIVE OF THE TRIAL

E.2.1
E.2.2
E.2.3

In case of medicinal product: MedDRA version, level, term and classification code 31(repeat as necessary) :
32

Is any of the conditions being studied a rare disease ?

yes  no 

Main objective:
Secondary objectives:

E.2.3.2

Is there a sub-study?
If yes give the full title, date and version of each sub-study and their related objectives:

E.3

PRINCIPAL INCLUSION CRITERIA (list the most important )

E.4

PRINCIPAL EXCLUSION CRITERIA (list the most important)

E.5

PRIMARY END POINT(S) :

E.6

SCOPE OF THE TRIAL – Tick all boxes where applicable

yes  no 

30

In the case of healthy volunteer trials, the intended indication for the product under development should be provided.
Applicants are encouraged to provide the MedDRA lower level term if applicable and classification code. These can be
accessed from the EMEA EudraCT website (http:\\www.eudract.europa.eu).
32
Points to consider on the calculation and reporting of the prevalence of a condition for Orphan drug designation : COM/436/01
(www.emea.eu.int/htms/human/comp/orphaapp.htm).
31
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E.6.1
E.6.2
E.6.3
E.6.4
E.6.5
E.6.6
E.6.7
E.6.8
E.6.9
E.6.10
E.6.11
E.6.12
E.6.13

Diagnosis



Prophylaxis



Therapy



Safety



Efficacy



Pharmacokinetic



Pharmacodynamic



Bioequivalence



Dose Response



Pharmacogenetic



Pharmacogenomic



Pharmacoeconomic




E.6.13.2

Others
If others, specify:

E.7

TRIAL TYPE AND PHASE (in case of medicinal product)

E.7.1

Human pharmacology (Phase I)



Is it:
E.7.1.2
E.7.1.3
E.7.1.4
E.7.1.4.2

First administration to humans
Bioequivalence study
Other :
If other, please specify





Therapeutic exploratory (Phase II)



Therapeutic confirmatory (Phase III)



Therapeutic use (Phase IV)



33

E.7.2
E.7.3
E.7.4
E.8

DESIGN OF THE TRIAL

E.8.1

yes  no 

Controlled
If yes, specify:
E.8.1.2
Randomised
E.8.1.3
Open :
E.8.1.4
Single blind :
E.8.1.5
Double blind:
E.8.1.6
Parallel group:
E.8.1.7
Cross over :
E.8.1.8
Other :
E.8.1.8.2
If yes to other specify:

E.8.2
E.8.2.2
E.8.2.3
E.8.2.4
E.8.2.4.2

E.8.3
E.8.4
E.8.4.2

E.8.5
E.8.5.2

E.8.6
E.8.7
E.8.8
E.8.9
E.8.9.2
E.8.9.3

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

If controlled, specify the comparator:
Other medicinal product(s)
Placebo
Other
If yes to other, specify :

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

Single site in the EU Member State concerned (see also section G) :

yes  no 

Multiple sites in the EU Member State concerned(see also section G) :
Number of sites
anticipated in Member State concerned( )

yes  no 

Multiple EU Member States:
Number of sites
anticipated in the Community

yes  no 
()

Does this trial involve countries outside the EU?

yes  no 

Does this trial have a data monitoring committee?

yes  no 

Definition of the end of trial, and justification in the case where it is not the last visit of the last subject undergoing the trial :34
Initial estimate of the duration of the trial35(years ,months and days):
In the EU MS concerned
years
In all countries concerned by the trial
years

months
months

days
days

33

The descriptions of the trial types provided are those recommended in preference to Phases. See page 5 of Community
guideline CPMP/ICH/291/95. The development of a new indication after initial approval of a medicine should be considered as a
new development plan.
34
If not provided in the protocol.
35

From the first inclusion until the last visit of the last subject.
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F

POPULATION OF TRIAL SUBJECTS

F.1

AGE SPAN

F.1.1

Less than 18 years
If yes specify:
F.1.1.1
In Utero
F.1.1.2
Preterm Newborn Infants (up to gestational age ≤ 37 weeks)
F.1.1.3
Newborn (0-27 days)
F.1.1.4
Infant and toddler (28 days - 23 months)
F.1.1.5
Children (2-11 years)
F.1.1.6
Adolescent (12-17 years)

yes  no 

F.1.2
F.1.3

Adult (18-65 years)

yes  no 

Elderly (> 65 years)

yes  no 

F.2

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

GENDER

F.2.1
F.2.2
F.3

Female



Male



GROUP OF TRIAL SUBJECTS

F.3.1
F.3.2
F.3.3

Healthy volunteers

yes  no 

Patients

yes  no 

F.3.3.1
F.3.3.2
F.3.3.3
F.3.3.4
F.3.3.5
F.3.3.6
F.3.3.6.1
F.3.3.7
F.3.3.7.1

Specific vulnerable populations
Women of child bearing potential
Women of child bearing potential using contraception
Pregnant women
Nursing women
Emergency situation
Subjects incapable of giving consent personally
If yes, specify :
Others :
If yes, specify

yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 
yes  no 

F.4

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS TO BE INCLUDED :

F.4.1
F.4.2
F.4.2.7
F.4.2.8

G

In the Member State

()

For a multinational trial:
In the Community
In the whole clinical trial

()
()

yes  no 

CLINICAL TRIAL SITES/INVESTIGATORS

G.1

G.1.1
G.1.2
G.1.3
G.1.4
G.1.5
G.2

G.2.1
G.2.2
G.2.3
G.2.4
G.2.5

CO-ORDINATING INVESTIGATOR (for multicentre trial) and principal investigator (for single centre trial)
Given name
Middle name, if applicable
Family name
Qualification (MD……….)
Professional address:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS (for multicentre trial ; where necessary, use additional forms)
Given name
Middle name, if applicable
Family name
Qualification (MD…….)
Professional address
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9.4.

The V-model

This model on a structured and transparent requirement collection and IT description
tool is used in governmental affairs. The English version is attached as an external
document to to the size of the document.
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9.5.

National Information resources

EUnetHTA WP2 - The Clearinghouse Prototype Project
Identification of national and regional/local information resources
In relation to identification of information resources to support development of HTA projects, we need your input in relation to identifying
national and regional/local resources, which could be useful to offer access to via the EUnetHTA 2009+ network.
Please indicate in the table below any national and regional/local resources used by your agency to identify information for HTA. If an
English name of the resource is available, it can be included too. Type of resource can be chosen from the list below*. And finally please
include also link to the mentioned resources (see examples)

Thank you for your help
Literature database
* Please choose one of the
Primary data
following options for indicating Epidemiological data registers
type of source
Other primary data sources
Other sources
Name of source

Name of source in English
(optional)

Type of source*

Link

Literature databases
SweMed+

SweMed+

Literature database

http://micr.kib.ki.se/netahtml/arti.html

DanBib

Danish National Bibliography

Literature database

http://netpunkt.dk/

Den nationale
projektdatabase for MTV

The Danish HTA Project
Database

Literature database

http://www.sst.dk/Planlaegning_og_b
ehandling/Medicinsk_teknologivurderi
ng/Projekter/Den_Nationale_MTVprojektdatabase.aspx?lang=en

Bibliographia Medica
Magyar Orvosi Bibliográfia Hungarica
Glowna Biblioteka Lekarska
Termedia
Borgis

Literature database
Literature database
Literature database

Index Copernicus
Polska Bibliografia
Lekarska
Primary data
FASS
(läkemedelsinformation)
Den danske
forskningsdatabase

literature database
Literature database

Literature database

Primary data

The Danish National
Research Database

Primary data

http://www.fass.se/LIF/home/index.js
p
http://www.forskningsdatabasen.dk

Primary data

http://naukapolska.pl/dhtml/raportyWyszukiwanie/
wyszukiwaniePraceBadawcze.fs?lang
=pl

Epidemiological data registers

http://www.sst.dk

Danish Cancer Registry

Sundhedsstyrelsens
registre

The Registries of the National Epidemiological data registers
Board of Health

Internetes Magyar
Egészségügyi Adattár

epidemiological data registers

Hungarian Central Statistical
Központi Statisztikai Hivatal Office
Other sources
Medycyna Praktyczna
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http://www.termedia.pl/
http://www.czytelniamedyczna.pl/
http://journals.indexcopernicus.com/
masterlist.php
http://www.gbl.waw.pl/gbl/bazy/pbl200
2.html

FASS

Nauka Polska
Epidemiological data
registers
Cancerregisteret

Agencja Oceny Technologii
Medycznych
Agencja Oceny Technologii
Medycznych
Esculap
Poradnik medyczny

http://www.eski.hu/new3/hiba/check.p
hp?link=newMOB
http://www.gbl.waw.pl/gbl/bazy.html

Polish Agency for Health
Technology Assessment
Polish Agency for Health
Technology Assessment
Esculap

http://www.sst.dk/Informatik_og_sund
hedsdata/Registre_og_sundhedsstati
stik/Beskrivelse_af_registre.aspx?lan
g=en
http://hawk.eski.hu:8080/IMEA/index.
html

epidemiological data registers

http://portal.ksh.hu

Other sources

http://www.mp.pl/
http://www.aotm.gov.pl/pliki/edu/Wyty
czne%20HTA%20w%20AOTM_EN.p
df
http://www.aotm.gov.pl/index.php?tpl
=pl/wot/pake_zako
http://www.esculap.pl/
http://www.poradnikmedyczny.pl/

Other sources
Other sources
Other sources
Other sources
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